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PREFACE 
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This handbook is to be used by teachers and 

par ents as an introduction to understanding and 

hel ping l earni ng di sabl ed chil dren . The handbook 

is di vided i nto two secti ons . Part I is intended 

for the teacher who has an earnest desire to meet the 

indivi dual needs of her l earning disabled students 

through the use of vari ous media and teaching strategies , 

Part I will f i rst of all famil iarize the teacher 

and parent s with the ter mi nol ogy that is essential 

for communication invol ving the LD child , The 

l earning deficits are categorized under two channel 

abil ities for ease in cl arification and organization ; 

vi sual and auditory . Observations representative of 

the particular defici t and supportive tests are 

also incl uded with each l earning disabl ed category . 

An easy- to - use chart for recording behaviors in the 

weekly school schedule should be copied from the 

handbook used by the teacher who is preparin6 to 

refer a student ror itinerant hel p . The recorded 

observations shoul d prove t o be useful in the referral . 

The referral system has been expl ained in detail so 

that the teacher has a step- by- step process to follow . 

An expl anation of the diagnostic tests used by Special 

School District has been included in the handbook so 

the teacher and parent can ask for the results and 

understand them in relation to the referred child ' s 
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l earning di sability . Finally , Part I has listed 

appropri a t e strat egi es applicabl e to the LD child 

f or the classroom teacher ~o incorporat e i n her 

regular classroom setting . Part II i s for parents who 

have l onged for s0me ideas that rnight help their 

children with l earni ng difficulties a t home . The 

teacher may convey these i deas verbally to parents 

of LD children or , preferably, duplicate this section 

for the parent to use a t home . 



A LETTER TO TEACHERS AND PARENTS 
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Dear Teachers and Parents, 

Understanding the area of l earning disabil ities 

can be a real puzzl e. It is very possibl e that chil

dren with l earning disabil ities usuall y have strengths 

that can obscure thei r weaknesses . For instance , 

they may not be able to foll ow very simpl e directions 

yet they can put together a very compl icated model 

airpl ane; they may have difficulty finding their 

way f r om one end of a school buil ding to another 

yet they can rebuil d a motor on a l awn mower or 

an engine on an automobil e . 

These chil dren with learning disabilities 

are special . They are individuals l ike other chil

dren ; yet they will not and cannot fit into adult

made mol ds . They require their own pl an for l earning 

and l iving. 

Pl ease understand that these children with 

l earning disabil iti es l ook "normal" . They are 

probabl y the right size and weight for their age . 

They are probably of average or above average 

intelligence . These chil dren may even have a 

particular talent ; almost everyone does . However , 

everyone also has l iabilities . 

But the l earning disabled chil d has great , 

almost overwhel ming liabilities . Having these 

certain liabilities makes chil dren with learning 
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problems different and special . Their probl ems 

may vary from hour to hour or from day to day . 

It is important to remember, however , that this 

variability is beyond their control. If these 

chil dren have the special attention which they 

need , they can achieve and be happy , productive 

individuals . 

Please help them achieve this productiveness 

by understanding them and hel ping them . 
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I NTRODUCTI ON 
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INTRODUCTION 

A dramatic change has occurred in our educational 

system regarding the rights of handicapped chil dren . 

According to state and federal l egisl ation , these 

chil dren have a right to have their l ocal school 

distric t s provide them with an appropriate education 

compl ete wi t h any spec i al aids they need to achieve 

it . In order to assure thi s educati onal opportunity 

for all , Public Law 94- 142 , entitl ed The Education for 

All Handicapped Chil dren Act was signed by President 

Ford in November , 1975 . As stated in this l aw , 

There are more than eight million handicapped 
children in the United States today , and the 
special educational needs of these chil dren are 
not being met . More than one- half do not receive 
appropri ate services ... and one million are 
excl uded entirely from the public school system .' 
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It was because of these concerns that this law was passed . 

Since this l aw i s entitl ed "The Education for All 

Handicapped Children Act" , it becomes necessary to 

understand the meaning of the word handicapped . 

Handicapped children , in terms of education , very simply 

means those children who need special help to l earn . 

Handicapped children incl ude those who are l earning 

disabled , mentally retarded , behavioral disabl ed , 

l anguage and s peech disordered , visually impaired , 

deaf , crippl ed , or health i mpaired . Therefore the 

t erm handicapped encompasses a wide range of children 



who require a vast number of different i nstructional 

approaches . However , for t he purposes of this 

project , cons ider a tions will focus · on t he l earning 

disabled (LD) child . 

Developing a working definition of the t erm 

l earning disabilities was difficult. Every book or 

magazi ne that featured an article on l earning disabili

ties seemed to differ in definition. Corinne Bl oomer 

in her article "The LD Tightrope", for Teacher magazine 

expl ained t he wide range of definitions in the following 

way1 

Defining the t erm l earning disabilities is 
anal ogous t o family members deciding who the new 
baby l ooks like . The description depends on 
which s i de of the family is talking. Some defi
nitions are medically oriented; some are more 
educationall y focused . Thus , there are many 
defi nitions of LD currently in use , and t hese 
differ from di scipline to discipline and l ocality 
to l ocality . They run the gamut from conservative 
definitions that incl ude one to seven percent of 
all children in s chool to general definitions 
that take in fifteen to twenty percent . Regard
l ess of definition , a class of 25 children is 
likely to have one to five member s who are l earn
ing disabl ed . 1 

Therefore , the wide range of definitions can be cause 
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for concern and confusion in the sp eci a l education f i el d . 

The definition that has been accepted for the 

purposes of this project was formed in 1968 by t he 

National Advisory Committee on Handicapped Children. 

This group is sponsor ed by the Bur eau of Education 

for the Handicapped in the Office of Education . The 

defi nition follows , 
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Learning disabil ity refers to one or more·· 
significant deficits in essential learning processes 
requiring special education techniques for remedia
tion . Children wit h l earning disabil ities are of 
average or above average in i ntell igence and generally 
demonstrate a discrepancy between expected and 
actual achievement in one or more areas , such as 
spoken read , or written l anguage , mathematics and 
s patial ori entati on . The l earning disability 
refer red to is not primaril y the result of sensory , 
motor , intellectual or emotional handicap , or the 
l ack of opportunit y to l earn . 3 

The learning di sabled chil d does not have obvious factor s 

for his l earning problem such as blindness or deafness. 

This is why his probl em is sometimes referred to as the 

invisibl e handicap . 

Although the LD child ' s handicaps may seem invisible , 

they can be extremel y debilitating . Where as most chil d

ren pick up information by chance , the LD child must be 

specifically taught by selective teachi ng approaches . 

However , this cannot be done until the specific learning 

problem has been identified . The initiation of the 

identification process will probabl y start with the 

regul ar cl assroom teacher who is l ikely to have the 

major responsibil ity for the instruction. 

Hence , the law makes a number of critical stipula

tions that must be adhered to by both the states and 

individual school di stricts . One such stipulation calls 

for teachers to be given in- service , on- the- j ob train

ing so they will be abl e to identify, teach , and assess 

the l earning disabl ed student . 

When PL 94-142 is mentioned in educational circles , 



the topic of mainstreaming becomes the center of debate . 

Mainstreaming i s a term that means the enrolling and 

teaching of handicapped children in regular classes 

for the majority of the day under the charge of the 

regular class teacher . The term is al so meant to 

include an assurance that the handicapped child 

recei ves special education of high quality to the 

extent it i s needed during that t ime and any other time . 

However , the law does not require that all handicapped 

chil dren be mainstreamed . I n fact , quite ironicall y , 

t he word mainstreaming is not even mentioned in this 

public l aw . Concerning mainstreami ng , Corinne Bloomer , 

a Teacher magazine advi sor stated : 

Every handicapped chil d cannot be integrated into 
the r egular cl assroom , nor i s it the i ntenti on of 
responsibl e educat ors to do so . PL 94-142 guaran
tees due process to parents of handicapped children 
regarding education , an integration of a child back 
into a regul ar cl ass , if it is not appropriate it 
is a violation of due process .~ 

One noteworthy component of the l aw requires 

teachers to write an individual educational plan (IEP) 

for each handicapped child .. This contains a narrative 

stat ement of the child ' s present achievement l evel and 

a compl ete l isting of short-range and l ong- range goals . 

The IEP also incl udes a schedule for evaluating the 

chil d ' s progress . Therefore , in essence , the IEP is 

a chil d ' s guarantee that he will be given the same 

educati onal opportunities as those of a chil d without 



l earning difficulties . 

Resource r oom t eacher s (teacher s tra i ned i n the 

area of s pecial education f or the handicapped ) who 

serviced the publ ic s chool s , wer e f ormerly segr egat ed 

from t he r es t of t he educational environment . However , 

because of this l aw t he r esource r oom t eacher , some

times r ef erred t o as itiner ant , would now have 

inter l ocking r esponsibilities with the r egul ar class

room t eacher . Since all classroom t eacher s have to 

know what goes on i n the r esource room t o under s t and 

any progr ess made , communication bet ween t he r esource 

and classroom t eacher s i s ess ential. In addition , 

the r esource t eacher has t o have a t otal awareness of 

t he r egular cl assroom ' s curriculum and objectives , 

i n order , t o provide s upplementary i ns truction and t o 

help r emedia t e s t udent ' s dis abilities . I n order t o 

f acilitate the law to its fulles t ext ent , t he r esource 

t eacher s and classr oom t eacher s mus t communicat e 

concer ni ng t ae special s t udent ' s needs o 

When a l aw i s i mposed on educa t or s and r equi res 

a gr eat amount of change as well as additional work , it 

i s met with frus tration , r ebelli on , and often , open 

hos tility . However , one of the most productive ways 

t o face mandated change , as i n t he case of PL 94-142 , 

i s t o become aware and r espons ive t o t he fac t t hat all 

s t udent s have special needs . The educational s ystem 

• 
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must change , i n order , to meet the needs of all students . 

In preparation for this project , many books were 

read which helped formul ate a philosophy and create 

some new ideas and opini ons . All of these books and 

magazines appear in the bibl iography at the end of 

the project . However , there were several books and 

magazines that needed to be noted because of their 

repeated use as resources. 

Each Teacher magazine i ssue for the 1977- 1978 

school year contained a feature articl e on the 

passage of Public Law 94- l l~2. The topics varied in 

their account s , but all had the same purpose . This 

purpose was t o keep the reader informed on main

streaming and how it was t o affect the chil dren and the 

regular classroom teacher . These articles helped me 

understand the commitment behind the public l aw and 

the adjustments that would have t o be made by the 

regul ar classroom t eacher . These articl es al so 

provided the reader with a better comprehension of a 

l earning disabil ity and suggest ed different t eaching 

approaches and general guidelines. 

There were several books that were used a great 

deal in understanding the causes of l earning disabili

ties and the variety of diagnostic tests used to 

identify specific l earning deficit s . These books are 

lis t ed on t he next page : 



1 , Diagnosing Learning Disabilities by Wilma Bush , 

2 , Children With Learning Disabilities by Janet Lerner . 

J . Learning Disabilities by BoRft Gearheart , 

Finally , there was a section i n the handbook and 

paper of this pro j ect that dealt with behaviors typical 

of LD chil dren and cl assroom sttategi es to be used by 

the r egular classroom t eacher s of s tudents with 

specific l earning disabil ities . Most of the t eachi ng 

s trategi es used were taken from Dr , Robert Mosby 0 s 

l earning disabil ity book on Management Sys t ems . 

Dr . Warren Weinberg and Dr . Robert Mos by are also the 

authors of a theory in l earning disabilities called 

"Devel opmental By- Pass " o Many of the i r ideas were 

used in t his project that concer ned r emediation, 

practice drill and ,_tut oring . 
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RATIONALE 

The purpose of special education from its 

start has been to provi de instruction for chil-

dren who experience l earning and behavioral problems 

i n a regul ar cl assroom envi ronment . 

In the past , educator s had accepted and 

supported special pl acement of chil dren with 

l earning difficul ties . These chil dren experienced 

small er classrooms , curriculum different from 

that of the regular cl assroom , and different 

l earning methods or approaches . There was l ittle 

communication if any between the "special teachers" 

and the regul a~ cl assroom teacher . 

The reasons for this beginning theory 

probabl y had a l ot to do with the word "protection" . 

In order to protect chil dren who were "different" 

from the ridicul e or negative reactions of other 

chil dren , educators supported a separate and 

special cl assroom appr oach . Fail ure to provide 

adequate programming because of the l ack of availabl e 

funds , or the unfounded reason that these chil dren 

could not l earn in a regul ar cl assroom setting 

both contributed to the support of special rooms . 

Publ ic opinion, however , has changed the future 

of the handicapped chil d . Educators and parents 

have had a great impact on legisl ation that pro-
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vides for and protects the handicapped child in 

a much better way. This legislation has mandated 

the placement of certain handicapped children in 

regular classrooms . In addition , the law demands 

supportive personnel from the Special School District . 

These supportive personnel known as itinerants 

from the ~pecial School District were to work 

closely with a variety of public school staff 

members. This partnership between the public 

schools and the Special School District was formed 

in the fall of 1978 . At this point , LD children 

were pl aced i n regular classrooms . 

Our school was probabl y typical of many 

schools this year--total ly unprepared for dealing 

with children originally placed in special class

rooms . Administrators had other problems on their 

minds , mainly those deal ing with a court ordered 

merger with two other school districts . Therefore , . 
for the first time on a large scale , teachers 

within our school , which is situated in an upper 

middle class neighborhood , had to deal with chil

dren who were two to three years behind their grade 

level . 

As a teacher , I began to feel that my teaching 

experience had been unique and that I had been spoiled 

since most of my students in previous years had not 

been characterized by deviant behavior . I felt that 
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I could not cope with the t ,otal l ack of responsibility 

of these chil dren . Being suddenl y thrust into this 

situation caused me to refl ect upon my teaching 

career . 

In refl ecting upon my six years of teaching 

at an el ementary school i n a large suburban distri ct , 

it seems as if my professional growth occurred in 

stages. Un.fortunatel y , these stages were not 

contrived or well-pl anned ; they just happened by 

my exposure to the educational system . 

One of the most rudimentary stages in my 

career was the one in which I was concerned wit h 

cl assroom control. After finally realizing t hat 

my students could actually act like decent human 

beings , I became dissatisfied with my l essons 

which had been l imited to those approaches which 

would prove to be l ess chaotic . The students were 

well behaved whil e doing my many pencil/paper 

activities , but they were also very bored and 

not everyone was l earning. 

With the reali zati on that bedl am was not 

going to occur in my cl assroom , I naturall y evol ved 

to another stage--the stage concerned with the 

probl em of masteri ng content material . This seemed 

like an almost imposs i bl e task and , therefore, 

took all of my teaching energies . 

Having faced the probl ems of cl assroom manage -
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ment and mastery of content surprisingly enough 

I was still not satisfied with my t eaching sel f . 

Perhaps it was the haunting eyes of those three 

or four students who could not grasp my homo

geneous lesson pl ans which were oriented toward 

the average achiever . Even though I rationalized 

that to aim down the middle of the class or to 

t each the middle segment of the class was the 

only way to maintain one ' s sanity in this demanding 

field , I could not escape those empty faces. 

At this point in my teaching career, I 

became cognizant of what was missing in my t eaching 

approach . I n my classroom, there was one vital 

ingredient l acking--individualization . By dis

missing the needs of the individual student , I 

had dismissed the equality of education which is 

the natural right of every American student . After 

investigating the matter of individualization with 

several of my colleagues , I found that many times, 

as ironic as it may seem , the individual and his 

differences were not even considered in the edu

cational process. This attitude i s revealed in 

the following quotation by Arthur w. Combs in 

the book , Humanistic Education Sourcebook s 

A goal of American public edu
cation is equal educational op
portunity for every child . Al
though this goal may be attain
able, it has remained elusive for 
decades . The concept of instruc-
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tional methods matched to the 
l earni ng characteristics of each 
chil d i s famil iar to teachers , 
but individualized instruction 
has not been the hall mark of 
this nation' s schools . It has 
taken court decisions , federal 
legisl ation , mobil ization of 
parents , and new methods in 
special education to bring the 
dream of maximum l earning for 
all chil dren closer to reality . 5 

Being shocked by this l ack of respect for 

the individual , I vowed to become the type of 

teacher who would place the individual at the 

core of the learning experience . 

However , my zest for individualization was 

dampened by my initial fail ures ; for I found that 

individualization was not a mys tical process or 

one that could be successfull y implemented be-

cause a teacher had been suddenly awakened t o 

its importance . Effective individualization 

required diagnostic testing , knowledge of resources , 

and strategies for implementation . Without con

sideration of these factors, individualization 

was not likel y to succeed in the classroom. 

I now understood why individualization was 

overl ooked by the cl assroom teacher . With a 

classroom of over twenty- five students , it was 

almost an impossibil ity for me or any other teacher 

to gather the materials which were essential for 

effective individualization . 
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However, since the passage of PL 94-142 

and the merger of our district with two lower 

socio-economic districts , it became more evident 

that no longer would the teacher be abl e to 

ignore the individual diffe,rences of her students . 

Therefore, as part of my master ' s program at 

Lindenwood, I am designing a cul minating project 

which will aid the classroom teacher in achieving 

maximum individualization, Through the development 

of acti vities , l earning packs , contracts, a hand

book concerned with diagnosing learning disabil ities , 

and classroom strategies , it is hoped that the 

cl assroom teacher will be abl e to utilize these 

materials in the quest for individualization or 

equal ization of educational opportunity for all, 
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DEFINITIONS OF PSYCHOLINGUISTIC AEILITIES 
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Major differences exis t in the way children 

l earn . Some l earn bes t by l istening; some learn 

best by looking; and s ome l earn best by touching 

or performing an action . Each of these ways of 

l earning and receiving information i s called a 

perceptual modality. Many children with l earning 

problems have a much greater facility in us ing one 

perceptual modality than in usi ng another. Fur

thermore, a particul ar perceptual modality may 

be so i nefficient for some chil dren that it i s 

an unproductive pathway for learning . 

For any t eacher who has the r espons ibi lity 

of teaching learning disabled children , it is 

important to know that perception is a l earned 

s kill . This fact implies t hat the t eaching 

process can have a direct impact on the child' s 

perceptual skills . Thus , it i s important for 

the teacher to have a workable knowl edge of the 

perceptual s kills . In order to aid the t eacher 

in the evaluation of perceptual abiliti es , the 

f ollowing t erms will be defined and demonstra t ed . 

These definitions have been divided into two 

categories--the auditory channel abilities 

and the visual channel abilitieso Most of this 

material was taken directly from a Special School 

Dis trict handout r eceived during a workshop on 



learning disabilities. However , some of the 

material was expanded because of my own obser

vations and classroom work , The criteria for 

my selection was based on the need to recognize 

the most common types of learning disabil ities. 

If these common types of l earning disabilities 

can be recognized and the characteristics of 

each appl ied to individual students , teachers 

can begin to evaluate the student ' s perceptual 

abilities , Recognizing these perceptual deficits , 

is the first step in the process of referral 

to the Special School District , 

Being awar e of the diagnostic tests that 

further support these behaviors is another step 

in recognizing the LD child, For easy access , 

these tests have been included after each l ist 

of common behaviors , The tests included in 

each section are applicable to all el ementary 

aged children unless otherwise specified. 
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AUDITORY CHANNEL ABILITIES 

TERM : Auditory Reception ( auditory decoding) 

The child' s ability to understand what 
is said to himo 

OBSERVABLE BEHAVIORS: A child with deficits 
in auditory r eception will display the 
following behaviors, 

1 . repeats what he hears but still does 
not under stando 

2 . has a vocabulary that is below l evel . 

J . appears s l ow to r espond. 

4. avoids word games , especially those 
which require a r esponse to verbal 
directions . 

5. has average or above average intel l igence 
but i s unable to grasp more than very 
simple, short directions . 

6 . prefers television to radio . 

? . does not enjoy listening to stories. 

8 . must give directions to him repeatedly 
on an individual basis . 

9. must demonstrate in order to get the 
s tudent s tarted on an assignment . 

1 0 . understands directions better if gestur es , 
pictures , diagrams, or other visual aids 
are used . 

11 . does not respond with other children. 

1 2 . feels left out--his feelings ar e easily 
hurt . 

l J . daydreams . 

14. needs to be l ed or physically directed 
when told to sit down or turn around . 

15. cannot learn rote memory tasks such as 
alphabet , number combinations , t el ephone 
number, or address . 
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16. may lip read . 

17 . may have speech problems. 

TESTS , The fol lowing tests will help the teacher 
to diagnose children with auditory re
ception probl ems , 

1 . Wepman 

2. Auditory Test for Kindergarten 

J . Peabody Picture Vocabul ary Test 

TERM: Auditory Association 

The ability 0f a child to relate concepts 
presented orally. On the Ill inois Test 
of Psychol inguistic Abil ities , the child 
would suppl y the missing word in verbal 
analogies . For exampl e , I cut with a 
saw. I pound with a ________ _ 
This is the abil ity to respond verball y 
in a meaningful way to auditory stimuli . 

OBSERVABLE BEHAVIORS, The child with deficits 
in auditory association wil l display the 
following behaviors • 

1 . has difficulty with categorization. 

2 . has difficulty saying in which ways two 
things are different . 

J . sel dom uses simil ies and metaphors . 

4 . has difficulty outlining. 

5. does not see the foll owing relationships , 

Texture 

Temperature 

Opposites 

Size 

Whole- Part 

Tool User 

6 . does not understand jokes because of 
verbal irregularities . 
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7. has difficulty rel ating the moral of a 
story because it is hard to see corr e
spondence between the abstracti on and 
the situation. 

8 . has difficulty with sets and sub- sets . 

9 . does not understand riddles , puns , 
p r overbs , and parabl es . 

10. is s l ow to respond to tasks requiring 
generalizations . 

TESTS: The following suppl ementary tests will 
ver ify probl ems in auditory association: 

1. WISC--Simil ariti es 

2. Binet--Opposite analogies , Si milarities 
and Differences , Verbal Absurdities . 

TERM : Auditory Sequential Memory 

The ability to r eproduce from memory 
sequences of digits of increasin~ l ength . 
For example , 1, 6 , 8 , 4, Repeat. 

OBSERVABLE BEHAVI ORS a The following behaviors 
may indicate poor auditory sequential memory , 

1 . has difficul ty spelling correctly . 

2 . is poor in phoni cs--he can not r emember 
the sounds l ong enough t o blend them. 

J . reverses number or l etter sequences . 

4 . cannot remember instructions. 

5. has a difficult time sorting and retrieving 
information . 

TESTS , The following tests may verify auditory 
sequenti al memory probl ems , 

lo Recitation of the following items at a 
reasonabl e age : 

Phone Number 

Address 

Poems 

Nursery Rhymes 
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2 . Digit Span on WISC or Binet 

3. Sentence Memory on Binet 

TERMS: Grammati c Cl osure 

The abil ity to make use of the redun
dancies of oral l anguage in acquiri ng 
automatic habi ts for handling syntax 
and grammatic inflections . For 
exampl e: Here is a bed . 

Here are two 
This horse is not big . 
This horse is big . 
This horse is even 

OBSERVABLE BEHAVIORS , The :foll owing behaviors 
may indicate probl ems in grammatic and 
auditory cl osure: 

1. may not use verb tenses or idioms cor
rectl y . 

2 . calls things in an uncustomary way-
i r oner for iron . 

3. has difficul ty wi th pl urals and past 
tenses . 

4 . has troubl e with irregular verbs . 

5. uses "spoonerisms". "Let me saw you 
to your sheet , " instead of 11let me 
show you to your seat . " 

6 . mixes up verbs and adjectives . 

TEST: The following test may verify grammatic 
and audi tory cl os ure , 

la Picture Compl etion Test and Information 
Test--WISC 

TERM a Auditory Cl osure 

The abil ity to grasp a word when only 
part of the word is presented to him . 
Util izes the same skil l needed to grasp 
a tel ephone conversation when there are 
background noises . Rel ated to the ability 
to understand speech with a foreign accent 
or poorly ar ticul ated speech . 
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TERM1 Sound Blending 

The ability to integrate isolated s ounds 
into a whole word. 

TERM : Verbal Expression -

The ability to express concepts verbally 
(vocally) or to talk about objects he sees 
and touches . 

OBSERVABLE BEHAVIORS 1 The following behaviors may 
indicate poor verbal expression, 

1. gives one word answers . 

2 . relies on gestures to divulge information. 

3. seldom adds to class discussion . 

4. can comprehend complicated l anguage but 
cannot express himsel f orally. 

5. prefers to draw pictures or demonstrate 
or show how a thing is done--he does not 
like to tell about it . 

6 . seems dull but may outrank most of his 
cl ass in knowledge . 

TESTS 1 These suppl ementary tests will verify 
problems in verbal expression1 

1. WI SC=-=.Vocabulary 

2 . Projective tests and informal observation 
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VISUAL CHANNEL DIFFICULTIES 

TERM : Visual Reception 

The ability to gain meaning f rom visual 
symbol s or the ability to understand or 
interpret what is seen. Also call ed 
visual decoding . 

OBSERVABLE BEHAVIORS, The following behaviors 
may i ndicate poor visual reception: 

1 . 

2 . 

6 . 

7. 

8 . 

TESTS : 

1. 

i s insensitive t o gestures and facial 
express ions . 

r esponds better t o spoken directions 
t han t o visual aids . 

does not like to l ook at picture books. 

i s s l ow to i denti fy pictured objects . 

must get verbal instruc tions from the 
teacher . 

is s low to complete worksheets . 

cannot get context clues from pictures 
and/or texts . 

cannot re-arrange pictures i n correct 
order but who can verbalize what i s 
happening . 

l acks knowledge and experience . 

Suppl ementary tests that will verify problems 
in visual reception, 

Binet 

Picture Similarities 

Picture Vocabulary 

Aesthetic Comparison 

Pictured Absurdities 

2 . Frostig 

3. Minnesota Pre School Scale--di scrimination 
form (Severe p erception probl ems should be 
r eferr ed to opthamol ogi st . ) 
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TERM1 Visual Association 

The ability to rel ate concepts presented 
visuall y . For examp1 e , bed i s to pillow 
as shoes are t o s ocks . 

OBSERVABLE BEHAVIORS : The following behaviors 
may indicate poor visual associations 

1. mor e apt to describe objects or label 
them than to t ell a story . 

2. does poorl y in cra£t work because he 
does not see the rel ationship among 
materials or does not develop parallel 
ideas to other things he has seen . 

3. cannot grasp story content from a series 
of pictures. 

4 . does not us e context cl ues . 

5. has difficulty finding and evaluating 
different sol u t ions to a problem . 

6 . has difficulty rel ating two visual 
concepts . This chil d cannot tell 
a s tory f r om pictures and cannot 
comprehend . 

7. does not see pictured absurditi es . 

TESTS : The following suppl ementary tests wil l 
verify problems in visual association , 

1 . Healy Picture Completion 

2 . WISC- - Picture Compl etion 

J . Any cl assi fication tests which measure 
abil ity to cl assify according to function . 

TERMz Visual Cl osure 

The abil ity to i dentify a common object 
from an i ncompl ete vi sual presentation. 

OBSERVABLE BEHAVIORS1 The foll owing behaviors 
may indicate poor visual cl osure : 

1 . may l ack pre- requisite perceptual-motor 
skills. 

2 . l acks ability to visualize ; reverses numbers 
and letter s . 



J. has poor handwriting and drawing skil ls . 

4 . l acks adequate speech of perception. 

TESTS 1 The followi ng suppl ementary tests may 
verify deficits with visual cl osure : 

1 . Minnesota Pre School Scale 

2 . WI SC 

Object Assembl y 

Bl ock Design 

Coding 

Picture Compl etion 

TERM : Visual Sequential Memory 

The abil ity to reproduce sequences of 
nonmeaningful figures from memory . 

OBSERVABLE BEHAVIORSa The fol lowing behaviors 
may indicate poor visual sequential memorya 

1 . frequently has r eversals in reading , 
spelling, and writing his name . 

2. has difficulty with sight words , 

J . has difficulty finding page numbers . 

4. cannot r emember a word l ong enough to 
write it . 

5. depends in reading s ol ely on phonics . 

6 . remembers words better if he can say 
them out l oud or write them down . 

7. has difficulty s toring and retrieving 
information. 

8 . cannot remember math facts and misspell s . 

TESTS 1 The following tes t will help the teacher 
in diagnos ing deficits in visual sequential 
memory 1 

WISC- Coding 



TERM, Manual or Motor Expression 

The ability to express ideas manually or 
in gestures . 

OBSERVABLE BEHAVIORS, The following behaviors 
may indicate poor manual expression, 

1. lacks facial and body expressiono 

2 . has poor motor coordination. 

J. has trouble playing Simon Says when 
words are omitted. 

4. has difficulty with jigsaw puzzles. 

5, draws poorly. 

6. has difficulty playing charade-type 
games 

7. has difficulty with maps or showing relative 
position on a piece of paper. 

8. writes poorly. 

9. may misjudge space needed for movement. 

10. avoids coloring or block building. 

TESTS, The following test can diagnose manual 
expression: 

l o Purdue Perceptual Rating Survey (Kephart) 



SUMMARI ZED AUDITORY CHANNEL ABILI TI.E~ TABLE 1 

Term: 

Auditory Reception-
The ability to understand 
what is s aid t o him. 

Behaviors: 

- Vocabulary below l evel 

- Slow to respond 

-Does not enjoy listening 
to stories 

-Demonstration necessary 
for assignments 

- Understands directions if 
visual aids are used. 

Tests : 
- Wepman 
- PPVT 
- Auditory Test f or 
Kindergarten 

Auditory Association-
The ability to relate concepts 
presented orally. 

- difficulty in categorization 

- seldom uses metaphors or 
simil ies 

-difficulty in outlining 

- difficulty understanding 
jokes, riddles , and puns 

- cannot generalize 

- cannot see r e lationships 
as in texture , temperature , 
opposites and size . 

- WISC - Similarities 

Auditory Sequential Memory
The ability to reproduce 
from memory sequences of 
digits . 

- difficulty in spelling 

-difficulty in phonics 

- reverses numbers or 
letters 

-difficult time storing 
and retrieving information 

-WI SC Digit Span 
-Informal: Recite following : 

phone number, address , 
poems , nursery rhymes 



Term: 

Behaviors: 

Tests : 

SUlVIlVIARIZED AUDITORY CHANNEL ABILITIES TABLE 2 

Gr ammatic Closure-Ability to 
acquire automatic habits for 
handling syntax and grammatic 
inflections . Example: Here is 
a bed. Here are two 

- does not use verb tenses 
correctly 

- difficulty with plural and 
past tenses 

-uses spoonerisms 

-mixes up verbs and adjectives 

\. ._ ... ___ -
-. --"'- , .. - · 

-WISC : Picture Completion 
Information 

Verbal Expression-Ability to express 
concepts verbally or to tal k about 
objects he sees and touches. 

-gives one word answers 

-relys on gestures to devulge 
i nformation 

-prefers to demonstrate or draw pictures 
for explanation 

-seems dul l but may outrank class in 
knowledge 

-WISC : Vocabulary 
Informal Observation 

=Projective Tests 



SUMMARIZED VI SUAL CHANNEL DIFFICULTIES 

Term: 

Visual reception
The ability to gain 
meaning from visual 
symbols . 

Behaviors : 

- insensitive to gestures 
and facial expressions 

- responds better to spoken 
directions than to visual 
aids 

-lacks knowledge and 
experience 

-cannot rearrange pictures in 
sequence but can verbalize 
what is happening 

T~sts : 

- WISC - Block Design 
-Frostig Visual Perceptual 
Test 

Visual association-
The ability to relate concepts 
presented visually . Example ; 
Bed is to pillow as shoes are 
to socks , 

- poor job in craft work 

-does not use context c l ues 

-does not see pictured 
absurditi es 

- cannot grasp story content 
from series of pictures 

- WISC - Picture Compl etion 
-Classificat ion tests t hat 
measure ability to classify 
according to function 

TABLE 3 

Visual closure
The ability to identify 
common objects from 
incomplete visual presentatio 

-may l ack perceptual motor 
skills 

-poor handwriting and 
drawing 

-lacks ability to visualize 
reverses numbers and letters 

-WI SC - Object Assembly 
Block Design 
Coding 
Picture Completion 



SUMMARIZED VISUAL CHANNEL DIFFICULTIES TABLE 4-

Tenn: 

Visual Sequential Memory-
The ability to reproduce sequences of 
nonmeaningful figures from memo ry. 

Behaviors : 

_reversals in reading , spelling , 
or writing name 

-difficulty with sight words 

-difficulty finding page number 

-cannot remember math facts and 
misspells . 

'.rests : 

- WISC -Coding 

Manual or lv1otor Expression-
The ability to express ideas manually 
or in gestures. 

-lacks facial and body expression 

- poor motor coordination 

-difficulty with jigsaw puzzles 

-draws poorly 

- misjudges space needed for movement 

-difficul ty in ''charade 11 type games 

- Purdue Perceptual Rating Survey (Kephart ) 

- Bender Gestalt or any perceptual motor test 



GENERAL LEARNING DISABILITY TERMINOLOGY 
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GENERAL LEARNING DISABILITY TERMINOLOGY 

The previous section dealt with actual l earning 

deficits and behaviors common to those deficits. This 

section will give the teacher a broader background in 

the area of specific learning problems that will be of 

help during staffings that sometime become quite 

technical in terminology. 

1. Auditory association- - The ability to relate spoken 
words in a meaningful way, The ITPA uses a version 
of the familiar analogies test to assess this ability. 
The subject must com·plete the test statement by 
supplying an analogous word. Example: Soup is hot 1 ice cream is ____ __ • 

2 , Auditory blending--The ability to recognize individual 
l etter sounds and to put those sounds together to 
form a word . 

J, Auditory discrimination--The ability to distinguish 
among words and sounds that are nearly alike, 
Children who have difficulty with auditory disc rimina
tion cannot hear letters and may confuse "map", and· • 
"nap" or "lip" and "dip" for example , Therefore they 
may have trouble with spelling , 

4. Auditory perception --linked terms are auditory recep
tion and auditory association--the ability to interpret 
what is hea rd. 

5 , Auditory reception--The ability to understand the 
spoken word . The ITPA subtest used to measure this 
function includes questions that require only "yes'' 
or "no" responses in order to eliminate the necessity 
of a chi ld ' s expl aining what he understands. 
Example: Do females slumber? 

6 . Bilateral- - Pertaining to the use of both sides of the 
body in a simultaneous and parallel fashion. 

7 , Binocular fusion--The abi lity to i ntegrate simulta
neously into a single percept the data received 
through both eyes when they are aimed at the same 
position in space . 



8 . Body image--Awareness of one ' s own body(including 
the precise location of its parts in time and 
space) . It includes the impressions one receives 
from internal signals as well as feedback received 
from others . 

9 . Closure--The ability to recognize a whole, especially 
when parts are missing, and to fill in the missing 
parts automatically . For example--knowing what is 
said even if a word or two is not heard ; reading a 
word when one letter is missing. 

10 . Cognition--The act or process of knowing the various 
thinking skill s and processes are considered cognitive 
skills . The mental process by which an individual 
becomes aware of and maintains contact with his 
internal and external environments. I t includes the 
processes of discrimination , association , integration, 
and categorization. 

11 . Concretism--An approach to thinking and behavior in 
which a person tends to regard each situation as 
essentially new and unique. Such a person fails to 
see essential similarities between situations which 
others accept as similar or even identical . 

12. Convergence--The ocular pointing mechanism by which 
the eyes are "aimed" at a target . It enabl es one 
to see a single object at varying distances. 

lJ . Crossing the midline--The movement of the eyes, a 
hand and forearm, or a foot and leg across the mid
section of the body without involving any other 
part of the body; i . e ., without turning the hea d, 
twisting or swaying the trunk , or innervating the 
opposite limb. 

14. Depth perception--That aspect of visual perception 
which deals with the direct awareness of the distance 
between the front and the back of an object so that 
it is seen as three dimensional. The ability to per
ceive the third dimension in a f l at picture which i s 
actually two dimensi onal. 

15. Differ entiation--The ability to sort out and use 
independent parts of the body in a specific and 
controlled manner . Example : the ability to innervate 
the muscles of one arm without innervating in a similar 
fashion the muscles of the other arm or any of the parts 
of the body not required by the t ask . 
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16. 

17. 

18. 

19 . 

20 . 

21. 

22. 

2J . 

Directionality--The projecting of all directions 
from the body into space . The child must develop 
laterality within his own organism and be aware of 
the right and left sides of his own body before he 
is r eady to or able to project these directional 
concepts into external space . 

Discrimination--The process of detecting differences 
as 1) auditory discrimination or the ability to iden
tify sounds with respect to likenesses and differences 
and 2) visual discrimination or the ability to dis
criminate between different objects , forms , and/or 
letter symbols. 

Distractibility--The ready and rapid shifting of 
attention through a series of unimportant stimuli . 
A morbid or abnormal variation of attention; inability 
to fix attention on any subject . A symptom of mental 
functioning of a person with brain damage . 

Dysgraphia--The inability to write or to copy letters , 
words , and numbers. The child can see accurately what 
he wants to write but cannot manage correct writing 
movements. Usually associated with brain dysfunction. 

Dyslexia--Partial inability to read or to understand 
what one reads either silently or aloud. Condition 
is usually, but not always , associated with brain 
dysfunction. 

Visual dyslexias rarely learn from a global 
word approach, but they can learn individual sounds 
and put them together into words . Auditory dyslexias 
can learn words as a whole but do not learn through 
phonics . 

Etiology-- the cause of a condition. 

Eye-hand coordination-- The ability to perceptually 
organize by joining together in the mind's eye and to 
reproduce manually . Poor development of motor skills 
and left-right confusion could be a result of poor 
eye-hand coordination. 

Eye-hand coordination skill-- This skill consists of 
the eyes steering the hand(s) accurately and skillfully 
through the three coordinates of space- right and l eft , 
up and down , fore and aft- , which are matched with the 
coordinates of the body and vision , for the purpose 
of manipulating tools or forming the symbols of 
language . It is dependent upon use, practice, and 
integtation of the eyes and hands as paired learning 
tools . 



24, Eye movement skill--This skill consists of the ability 
to quickly and accurately align both eyes on an object, 
to release and move in a controlled manner to another 
object, or to maintain alignment on a moving object. 
This skill provides a consistent visual input to be 
matched to other sensory inputs and the experiences 
of the organism, 

Inadequate ability in eye movement skills is 
revealed in head turning instead of eye movement , 
short attention span, frequent loss of place on the 
page , omission of words and phrases , confusion of 
left and right directions, poor orientation, writing 
or drawings on the page , or stumbling and clumsiness 
in pl ayground activities. 

25 . Expressive language skills--The ability to communicate 
using speech, gestures , or written language. 

26. Figure- ground perception--The ability to focus on the 
part of a visual stimulus that is important , such as 
one math problem on a page of problems . 

27 , Hyperactivity--A statement of constant and excessive 
motion. 

28 . Hypoactivity- - Pronounced absence of physical activity. 

29 . Individualized education program (IEP) --A written 
statement composed for each handicapped child that 
incl udes present l evel of educational perfonnance , 
annual goals , short term instructional objectives , 
specific educational services to be provided, and 
evaluation procedures including a time schedule for 
remediation. This is based on Public Law 94-142. 

J O. I tinerant--An assigned teacher from the Special 
School District who works with a number of classroom 
teachers and their students who have been ref erred 
and accepted for special support services under the 
label of learning disable·d (LD) or behavioral disorder 
(BD ). 

Jl . Learning Disability--(Bas,ed on definition provided 
by the National Advisory Committee on Handicapped 
Children , U. S. Dept . of Health , Education, and 
Welfare , 1968)A learning disability refers to one or 
more significant deficits in essential l earning 
processes requiring special educational techniques 
for its remediation. Children with learning di sa
bilities generally demonstrate a discrepancy between 



expected and actual achievement in one or more areas , 
s uch as spoken , read, or written language , mathematics, 
and spatial orientation. The learning disability 
referred to is not primarily the result of sensory , 
motor, intellectual, or emotional handicap , or lack 
of opportunity to learn. Deficits are to be defined 
in terms of accepted diagnostic procedures in education 
and psychology. Essential learning processes are 
those currently referred to in behavioral science 
a s perception , integration, and. expression, either 
verbal or nonverbal . Special education technique s 
for remediation require educational planning ba sed 
on the diagnostic procedures and findings. 

32 . Least restrictive environment--Education placement 
that ensures that , to the maximum extent appropriate , 
handicapped children are educated with children who 
are not handicapped . 

JJ . Memory--The ability to store and retrieve previous 
perceptions . People with auditory memory deficits 
quickly forget what they have just been told ; people 
with visual memory deficits forget what they have 
seen including how letters look and what order they 
are in. 

J4 , Mixed laterality or lateral confusion--The t endency 
to perform some actions with the right hand or foo t 
and others with the left ; shifting from right to left 
for certain activities . This does affect development 
in reading . 

35. Modality--The pathways through which an individua l 
receives information and thereby learns. The 
primary learning modalities are : auditory , visual , 
tactile, ki nesthetic • .Some individuals learn better 
through one modal ity than through another . 

J6. Perception- - The process of organizing and interpreting 
information obtained through the senses. 

37. Perceptual disorder- - inadequate awareness of objects , 
relations , and qualities because of difficulty in 
interpreting information obtained through the senses . 

J 8 . Processing--Internal thinking skills such as general
izing , abstracting , classifying, and integrating . 

39 . Receptive language skill s - - Listening and reading : 
the skills of receiving language that is spoken or 
written by others. 



40 . 

41. 

42. 

4J. 

44. 

46. 

48. 

Social perceptions--The ability to interpret the 
social environment . For ex.ample , being aware of 
people ' s moods and r ealizing the causes and effects 
of one's own behavior. 

Structuring--The act of a rranging an activity in a 
way that is understandable to children and condu
cive to performance , or in other words , arranging 
the task so tha:t children are aware of what is expected 
of them. Once the task is structured , the children 
s hould be left to perform without additional 
cueing. 

Tactile or tactual--Refers to the sense of touch . 
The term expresses both the child's sense of touch 
as applied to a given object or task and the 
instructor ' s tactual clues that the child receives. 

Tolerance level--The level at which the child can 
perform without any effort and at which he/she will 
soon become bored or uninterested. 

Visual association--The ability to relate visual 
symbols in a meaningful way. 'l'o measure this , the 
ITPA requires the subject to select from among four 
pictures the one which "goes with" a given stimulus 
picture . 

Visual di scrimination--The ability to distinguish among 
shapes , colors , numbers , and other visual stimuli 
that look simil ar. Someone with a difficulty in this 
area may confuse "b" and "d" or "6" and "9" · 

Visual-motor abi l ity--The ability to coordinate vision 
with the movement of the body or its parts . This is 
a necessary skill for many academic activities such 
as handwriting , mathematics , and physical education. 

Visual perception-- 1rhe ability to interpret what 
has been seen. 

Visual reception--The ability to comprehend pictures 
and written words . The ITPA uses a picture test , 
and the child responds by pointing to pictures indi
cating that he/she comprehends them. 

Most of these terms were coll ected from two sources, 

Diagnosing Learning Disabilities by Wi l ma Jo Bush and 

Qhildren With Learning Disabilities by Janet W. Lerner . 
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PROCEDURES TO FOLLOW 
IN IDENTIFYING LEARNING DISABILITIES 

Now that the teacher has a working vocabulary 

for l earning disabilities from the previous sections , 

he or she is now ready to become better acquainted 

with the referral system utilized by the ~pecia l School 

District . I f it is accepted that teacher referrals 

are the best means of identification when teachers 

feel they know the children, any means of speeding the 

process is advantageous to the children . Many instruc

tional months can be lost if teachers are not aware 

of warning s i gns and referral processes . This means 

the person responsible for identifying a l earning 

disabled child needs guide1:1nes. Y·Inr;oile.~r ::-1'or: ar:¢hl1d 

to qualify for a specific education unit for children 

with learning and/or behavioral disabilities , there 

are certain requirements which he must meet . 

1 . He must be referred by the classroom teacher . 

Thus , if the classroom teacher feels a certain student 

could benefit from special education training due to 

suspicions of a child ' s achievement not matching his 

potential , a referral foiI111 for special services should 

be completed . Suspicious behaviors which the teacher 

has noticed will definitely help to diagnose the child's 

probl em. (See Figure 5 on the next page for a sample 



tally sheet for r ecording behaviors of children suspected 

of having learning disabilit ies. ) This tally sheet 

should be completed daily for one week for any child who 

shows need for individual diagnosis , At the end of the 

week , a tally should be made including such things as 

the times of day the child appeared most disturbed , 

the classes in which the problem behaviors occurred, 

the conditions surrounding the problem, and the 

teacher ' s behavior just prior to each atypical perfor

mance . 

WEEKLY TEACHER OBSERVATION 'r ALLY SHEET i, 
TABLE 5 

< 
8- 9 
Class 
Behavior 
9 -10 
Class 
Behavior 
10-12 
Cl ass 
Behavior 
12-1 
Class 
Behavior 
1-2 
Class 
Behavior 
2-J 
Class 
Behavior 
J-4 
Class 
Behavior 

IVlon . Tues . Wed . Thurs . Fri. 



Child Behavior 

CODE FOR TALLY SHEET 7 

0-X 

sow 
wos 
poe 

art 

W- X 

poe 

uwa 

eo 

C- M 

cig 

A- P 

ar 
lop 

dnl 
occ 

V- P 

er 
SOW 

bro 

bpe 

Observed Behavior 

1. Oral expression problems 

-stumbl es on words-

-words out of sequence-
-poverty of expression 
cannot tell story from 
pictures-

-articulation problem-

2 . Written expression 
probl ems-

-poverty of expressi on-

-unfinished written 
assignments-

-erases often-

J . Gross motor expression 
problems-

- cannot imitate in 
gestures-

4. Auditory perception 
problems 

- a sks to repeat-
-looks at other ' s paper-
-does not listen-
-observes closely for clues 

5. Visual perception 
problems 

-cannot read well-
-stumbles on words-
- bumps into room objects -
-books pl aced on edges 



Child Behavior Code Observed Behavior 

MOT 6. Motor problems 
aw - awkward walk-
b - balance-
csl -cannot stay in line-
cwl - cannot write within the 

lines-
ppg -poor pencil gr asp-

Teacher Behavior Code Observed Behavior 

T- GD 1. Giving directions 
T- WD 2 . Writing directions on 

board. 
T- AQ J. Asking questions 
T- R 4. Reprimanding 

SAMPLE USE OF CODING $YSTEM 

8-9 
Cl a s s 
Behavior 
@-10 
Class 
Behavior 
10-12 
Cl ass 
Behavior 
1 2-1 
Class 
Behavior 
1-2 
Class 
Behavior 
2-J 
Cl ass 
Behavior 
B-4 
Class 
Behavior 

Mon. •rues . Wed. Fr i . 



If the teacher uses this observation procedure , he will 

have sel ective inf'ormation to complete referrals as well 

as information to pursue future individualized pl anning , 

2 . The child ' s main probl em must be identified. 

If in this observation , the teacher determines that the 

probl em is more severe and suspects a student of being 

educable mentally retarded (EMR ) , the referral will go 

directly to the Central Office of the Special ~chool 

District . In most cases , however , if the child is 

suspected of having a learning disabili ty (LD) or a 

behavioral disorder (BD) , the referral will go to the 

school couns e.iLoT or the resource ro·om teache'li' • . After 

this step has been completed and the resource room 

teacher has had an opportunity to look over the referral , 

she will come into the cl assroom to observe behaviors of 

the child in question. 

3 . Psychological and diagnostic tests a r e administered . 

The next s t ep marks the psychological and diagnostic 

testing administered by the resource teacher , the 

counselor , and the Special Di strict ' s psychologist . 

However , a child has to be functioning within the normal 

range of intelligence or above to qualify for thi s 

special testing. 

One of the problems which exists in this determina

tion of the intelligence quotient is that different 



states vary in what the borderline intelligence quotient 

should be. The state of Missouri , for example , places 

the intelligence quotient at 90 . This means that a 

child scoring below 90 on the WI SC or the Stanford 

Binet Intelligence test would not be eligible for 

special services under the label of l earning disabilitie s . 

4 . A profile is establ i shed by analyzing the test 

scores , particularly the WI SC, and questionnaires 

from home . After obtaining the I. ~. , the WI SC is looked 

at in greater detail , in order , to study the scores of 

the individual subtests and obtain a general profile 

of abilities. Also additional testing includes the 

following tests: 

1 . Key Math Diagnostic Arithmetic Test- - 'rhis 
test divides ~ath skil ls into the categoriP.s of 
content , operations , and applications. A grade 
score fo r each subtest is determined. 

2 . I TPA--Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic 
Abilities--This test is composed of ten subtests 
and two supplementary tests that evaluate 
abilities i n the two major channels of communication
visual-motor and auditory-vocal . The discrepancy 
between scores is considered to provide a guide 
for remedial efforts . 

) . Wepman Auditory Discrimination Test- - This 
test evaluates the subject ' s ability to discriminate 
between thirty word pairs , different i n a s ingl e 
phoneme , which children with auditory discrimina
tion difficulties might not hear as being different. 
Examples of the pairs included in this test are 
"tug " and "tuh" and "thread" and "shread". 

4 . Woodcock Reading Mastery Test--This test will 
t est word identification, word attack skills , and 
word comprehension. 



5, Sl ingerland Screening Test--This test 
measures almost all of the psychol inguistic 
abilities of visual memory, visual auditory recall , 
auditory discrimination , auditory and visual 
association. When a child has shown poor perfor
mance on this screening test information furnished 
by his parent s can be a helpful contribution 
toward an evaluation of the probl em. 

The following questionnaire is a possibl e 

survey that might be given to parents to complete . 

This survey may supply additional information to the 

classroom teacher and iti nerant . I t is ver y possible 

that the completed questionnaire could clarify or 

reinforce the resul ts of the diagnost ic testing . 

The rational e of .... the parent questionnaire and sample 

questions are as follows : 

PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE ~ 

When a child has shown poor performanc e on the 

screeni ng tests , information furnished by his parents 

can be a helpful contribution toward an eva luation of 

the probl em. A personal interview is , of course , the 

most desirable way of obt aining this information. 

Furthermore , such an interview is often a first step 

in the cooperative endeavor that may be necessary to 

deal ful ly with the child ' s problem once it is 

del ineated clearly. 

However, i t is not a l ways possibl e for the parents 

to go to the school for an interview, so that a delay 

ensues , and sometimes school personnel cannot make a 
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home visit. In lieu of a personal interview or as a 

guide to significant questions during an interview, 

a parent questionnaire is helpful. 'r he following 

questionnaire can be sent to the parent with a 

covering letter explaining the pur pose and expressing 

the hope that a conference will be at a later date. 

1. Have your child's eyesight and hearing been 
examined? _________ If so , what were 
the results? -----------------

Did the examinations take pl ace on your own 

initiative or on the r ecommendation of a pediatri-
cian or the school? _____________ _ 

2. Was your child hospitalized at any time before he 
was three years old? Pl ease explain the nature 
of the hospitalization and the length of stay or 
stays . _ _ ____________________ _ 

J . If your child was separated at all from one or both 
parents for an unusual l ength of time , was there a 
noticeable difference af'ter the separation? 

4. Have you observed any unusual nervous tendencies? 

For example , bedwetting, more than normal , f ear 
of the dark , excessive fantasies or lies? 

Aside from schoolwork , does your child seem worried 
or afraid to make mistakes? 



(The remainder of the questions are related to 

commonly found behavior or conditions in children 

with specific language disability . ) 

5. Would you characterize your child as overactive 
or underactive? __________________ _ 

What was he like in these terms during infancy? 

6. At whay age did your child begin to speak aside 

from syll ables such as da and ma? 
When did he begin to use two or more words in a sequence ? 

At what age was hi s speech intelligi bl e t o persons 

other than his mother? ----------------

7. iJ'Jas your child ' s speech still "immature" at age 
four or five? ___________________ _ 

For example, did he say s ound&•incorrectly as in 
"I fink dat is good" for " I think that is good ?" 
Was he still using his own name in place of pronouns 
I and me? ______________________ _ 

Do you consider his speech normal now for his age? 

8 . Has your child ever had a tendency to mix up 
parts of words or words in sentences'? For example , 
flutterby for butterfly ; aminal for animal ; pisghetti 
for spaghetti , or put the house in the cat fo r put 
the cat in the house . _______________ _ 

Does he confuse yesterday and tomorrow , before and 
after, often without even noticing the substitution1 



Does he have trouble in knowing right and left? 

9. Can your child easily remember a short message 
word for word ? 
Can he learn telephone numbers? Does he know his own 
number? -----------------------

10. Have any members of your family had difficulty 
with reading 0 spelling or writing? Please include 
any of your other children and their grandparents , 
uncles , aunts and cousins if appropriate in your 
retsponse . 

11. ¥lease add any other comments or observations 
you may wish to make . _______________ _ 

0rhis questionnaire shoul d be considered along with 

any testing that has been administered. 

5. After the testing is completed , a staffing is 

scheduled . This staffing includes everyone 

involved with the child (the classroom teacher , the 

resource teacher , the counselor , the principal , 

and the nurse) . The purpose of the staffing is 

to classify the child ' s learning handicap. 



6. If the child is determined to be handicapped , 

an Individual Educational ~1an (IE}) is developed 

to determine his educational placement. Long and 

short term goals are set at this conference which in

cludes everyone who was involved in the staffing 

as well as t he parents. 

From this point on , the itinerant will be work

ing very closely with the classroom teacher . The 

student will occassionally be in the resource room for 

special remediation assistance , but the itinerant a l so 

has the responsibility for providing assistance in the 

form of advice and special curriculum materials for 

children who need extra assistance by the classroom 

teacher. 

A coordination and management system is very 

important between all teachers involved . This point 

cannot be stressed enough; for it is this implementation 

of the IEP that provides continuity of learning and 

consi stent communication between the professional 

personnel involved, As a result of this communication , 

confusion is reduced to a minimum , and , as a result , 

both child and parents feel more secure concerning the 

educational program. As an aid in the abolishment 

of existing confusion between the itinerant and the 

regul ar classroom teacher, an appendix containing 

contract suggestions, marking period agreements , and 



joint lesson plan forms have been included at the 

end of thi s handbook . (See Appendix A) 
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PROVIDING FOR 'f HE NEED~ OF ST lJDENTS WITH UAftNING 

DI BAB I LI TI E.:> IN THE REGULAR CLA.:>SROOM 

Hopefully , the previous sections have given the 

teacher some necessary informat ion to hel p recognize 

specific learning disabilities . All of this informa 

tion is necessary to establish a true understanding of 

a child ' s learning problem including his l earning 

strengths and weaknesses . I f the teacher is famili ar 

with a child ' s strengths , he or she can utilize 

certain teaching strategies to help a child realize 

his own potential and achieve academic success. 

Several ways in which teachers can provide for the 

needs of all students is through the use of special 

classroom strategies , learning packets , l earning 

centers , and games and activities. 

Many LD children are capable of learning in a 

r egular classroom situation , However , because of 

their particular learning deficits , the traditional 

methods of approaching certain academic subjects 

are either inefficient or impossibl e for them . A 

school , program appropriate to all can be structured 

by providing options in daily classroom instruction 

through the use of games , activities , use of video 

equipment , and various styles of testing , keeping i n 

mind the strengths and weaknesses of gifted, learni ng 



disabled and slow learning children. For the LD child 

who cannot read, r emember math facts or write , the by

pass method needs to be employed in order to stress 

acquisition of knowledge and concepts necessary for 

life . 

This by-pass method was developed with the theory 

tha t l earning processes are developmental . lt i s because 

of this developmental delay of symbol language skills 

that many children cannot read or master other school 

related tasks at grade level . $ince the chil dren in 

question would be of average or above average i ntell i

gence , they would be failing because most of the concepts 

that need to be grasped have to be accomplished through 

r eading . In an attempt to solve this probl em , the 

classroom teacher can provide an opportunity for the 

s tudent with skill delays or lags to lea rn gr a de -appro

pria t e concepts by going around--by-passing-- a skill 

deficit and presenting information or concepts in a 

different way , However , whateve r instructional 

strategy that is successful shoul d be used . 'r he fo llow

ing is a list of disabilities and strategies for the 

classroom teacher : 

I , Reading and Deficit Nominal Recall 

A , Definition -- Deficit i s an inability to 

retrieve information stored in the brain 



without an appropriate stimulus clue. 

B. Observations : 

1, Student does poorly on reading part of 
w'IIHAT (Wide Range Achievement Test). 

2 . 3tudent perfonns poorly on wI~C informa
tion , vocabulary and comprehension subtest . 

C, Strategies for teaching students with deficit s 
in nominal recall . 

1 . Do not use fill-in-the blank t est s . Oral 
examinations , multipl e choice or true - false 
tests by-pass nominal r ecall deficit s . 

2 . Use visual means such as television or 
movies , or demonstration lectures . 

J, Reading material should be recorded on 
cassette t ape and children should follow 
along in text while lis tening. 

II . Spelling Deficits 

A, Observations: Use wRAT spelling test and 
observe errors . 
1 , I f errors are phonemic , e. g . , fone for phone 

gurl for girl - the child has problems with 
phonemic recall. 

2 , I f spelling errors are sequential such as 
gril for girl and wihch for which , the 
ohil d has sequenti al memory probl ems for 
letters . 

B. Strategy for spelling deficits -- Use multiple 
choice spelling tests. 

III . Writing Deficits (Dysgraphia) 

A. Definition--A student who i s dysgraphic i s one 
whose work is sloppy or who is unable to communi
cate effectively through cursive writing . 

B. Observations : 

l . Low scores on WISC coding subtest . 

2 . Below age norms on Bender Visual l\1otor 



Gestalt or Beery Tes t of Visual Perception. 

C. Strategy for children who are dysgraphic 

1 . Allow these children to mini mize written 
work by a llowing them to express themselves 
orally or on tape . Allow t hem to use the 
typewriter . 

2 . Allow them to check , circl e or mark the , , 
correct answer rather than write the entire 
problem out . 

J. Allow oral r eports or demonstrations r ather 
than writ ten reports. 

IY . . Ari thmetic Deficits (Dyscal culia) 

A. Observations : 

1 . Become aware of children exhibiting poor 
spatial relations . The arrangement of 
numbers my cause them to respond incorrect l y 
to the a rithmetic probl ems . 

2 . Look fo r lower scores on the WISC digit span 
and arithmetic t han other subtest scores . 

J . Look for lower arithmetic scores on the WRAT 
than on the reading and spelling scores • 

.B • .Str a t egies 

1 . Use prepared gr aph paper to a l ign number 
probl ems in order to by- pass spatial relation 
deficits . 

2 . Allow children with poor memory for numbers 
t o use calculators . 

V. Spatial relation deficits that s how up i n art work 
and drawing . 

A. Observations: 

1 . Check out poor performance score on ob ject 
assembly t est of WldC . 

2o "Dr aw a 1-er son" test is also hel pful . 



B. Strategy--In art , use medias of abstract art 
or crafts to avoid frustration involved with 
drawing . 

VI . ~equential memory f or numbers and tasks . 

A. Observati ons : 

1. Poor performance scores on the digit span 
and pictur e a r rangement test on the wI~C. 

2 . Chi l dren who have difficul ty fol lowing 
di recti ons in sequence do a poor job on 
this test . 

B. .Strategies : 

1 . Childr en with sequential memory probl ems 
shoul d r eceive task di r ec t i ons i n short , 
sequential and visual small doses . 

2 . In order to receive enough encouragement 
to pr oceed to the next sect ion of 
assi gned work , the child needs t o be 
positively reinforced after completion 
of each par t . 

J . Provide a c l assroom setti ng which is charac
terized by clear , concise directions. 

4 . Have all students keep daily checklists of 
tasks . This will hel p the LlJ chi ld weak in 
thi s area as it provides a visual stimul i . 

5 , Pr ovide special assistance . 

VII . Summarized strategies for children with nominal 
recal l and sequential memory deficits . 

1 . Remember to provide vi sual stimul us when 
testing . Give multiple choice or true
false tests . 

2 , Emphasize use or television , demonstration
lectures , tape recordings , movies , and 
rol e play . 

J . Do not appl y too much pressur e with remedia 
tion of weaknesses . Allow these children to 
use their strengths . 



4. Allow child to make choices from alterna
tives made available to him . 

5. l~iake sure tasks are broken down to 
component parts and positively reinforced 
after each completed section . 

VIII . Aural receptive dysphasia . 

A. Definition--The inability of a child to pick up 
information through auditory channels . 

B. Instructional strategies for aural receptive 
dysphasia . · 

1. Provide short oral directions , reinforced 
with short and to-the-point written 
directions . 

2 . Use visual aids as much as possibl e. 
Capt ioned films like those used for the 
deaf are good. 

IX. Expressive Dysphasia. 

A. Definition- -a child who has difficulty 
expressing himself orally . 

B. Instructional strategies . 

1 . Since this chil d cannot communicate knowledge 
orally, presentation of knowledge would have 
to be physicall y demonstrated . Reading 
and writing would also be areas of presen
tation if satis~actory. 

2 . The teacher should utilize multiple choice 
questions to determine knowledge of class 
discussions . 

These defi ni t i ons and strat egi es were taken from 

Dr . Robert 11osby • s l earni ng di sabil ity book entitl ed , 

Devel opmental By-Pass , Theory and Background . q 
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LEARNING PACKETS 

Learning packets offer a very practical , 

succ essful method for individuali zing instruction. 

They are appropriate for all children, including 

the l earning di sabled. The packe t is s pecific 

in that it t ells what the chil d is going to 

l earn; it also offer s ways or alternatives in 

l earning that material (a mus t f or the individual 

LD child ) and provides a variety of ways to 

demons trate the knowledge acquired . Very impor

tant to the LD child i s that the l earning pac-

ke t uses a mul ti- media approach , allowing each 

s t udent t o progr ess at hi s own rate whil e utilizi ng 

those media which are appropriate to h i s own 

unique l earning styl e . 

Lear ning packets allow students some freedom 

of choice ; yet , they keep them within t he r eal m 

of an or gani zed framework . Therefore , using 

the l earning packet , the teacher has avoided 

the confusion that can occur and yet has offered 

some individualization no t usually fpund in mor e 

traditional methods of t eaching . 

In developing a l earning packet , the educator 

needs to be aware of the seven basic parts of a 

packet s 



"l . The pre- test--an assessment of the 
s tudent' s prior knowledge of the 
topic to be studied . 

2 . The Concept--an overall view of 
what will be studied . 

J. The Performance Goals--what the 
student shoul d be able to do when 
he has completed the packet . 

4 . The Activities--what the student 
will do in order to master the 
materials . 

5. The Self- Test- -assesses whether the 
student is ready for the final test. 

6 . The Mastery Test--assesses whether 
the student has reached the Perfor
mance goals . 

7 , Enrichment Opportunities--further 
activities which all ow the student 
to expl ore more full y areas in which 
he may be interes ted ." to 

1 . The pre- test is the first diagnostic 

step of the learning packet , This test reveals 

the student ' s strengths and weaknes ses , and allows 

the teacher to concentrate on those weaknesses of 

each student. It also hel ps avoid repetition of 

acquired knowl edge . 

2. The concept is concerned with the purpos es 

of the packet and what kind of information will be 

covered. 

J . Performance Goals are also known as 

behavioral objectives, and they tell the s tudents 

what to expect on the test at the end of the packet . 

4 . Activities are appl icabl e to many learning 

differences of individual students . Chil dren get a 



choice of which activities they wish to do. 

5. Sel f - Test--Children take this test when 

they have compl eted the activities. After they 

have checked their own test , each student should 

have a cl ear indication of whether or not they 

can pass t he master y test . It is cl early stated 

in the packet what course to take . For example , 

if the student mi ssed three or l ess he asks his 

teacher for the mastery test . If he missed more 

than three , he will go back and do the exercises 

that he has skipped. The instructor may be asked 

for additional hel p . 

6 . Mastery Test--Students should be prepared 

for the t est . The performance goals tell them 

exactl y what to expect , and the Self Test has 

shown them whether or not t hey are ready for the 

test . If the chil d fail s this test , he must 

retrace his steps and continue wor king until he 

can achieve the per for mance goal s . 

7. Enri chment Oppor tuniti es are for chil dren 

who have passed their maste·r y test and can now 

appl y this knowl edge to differ ent subject areas . 

The enrichment opportunities all ow the faster 

students to cover more material than those who 

work s l ower . The following diagram gives a cl earer 

picture of the s t eps each learning packet developed 

should have. (See the next page for the diagram . ) 



The student takes the 
pr e - test t o see what he 
already knows . 

~ 

He proceeds to the 
Activitieso 

~ 

THE PACKET PATH ' 1 

The student pl ans 
his path by reading 

the Concept 

/ 

Next he reads 
the Performance 
Goal s that tell 
the di rect ion the 
tes t will take . 

Read textbook Takes Sel f - Test 
Vi ew filmstrips 
Listen to tapes ~ 
Do group work 
Library research 

Do puzzles 

(Select any of 
these . ) 
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When devel oping a learning packet, the teacher 

has to decide exactly what he wants the learning 

packet of a particular subject to teach each childo 

Lists can be prepared by l ooking through section 

headings of grade l evel texts, studying outlines 

of certain encycl opedias , teacher "rap sessions" , 

and by consulting community resource people . A 

sampl e list of Utilizing Punctuation is as follows , 

Periods1 

end of sentences 
abbreviations 
question marks 
excl amation points 

Commas• 

series 
coordinating conjunctions 
dates and addresses 
nouns of addresses 
i ntroductory words and phrases 
tag questions 
parenthetical expressions 
appositi ves 
closing and salutation of f riendly l etter s 
numbers 

Colons1 

lists 
time 
salutation of business l etters 

Semicol ons , 

adverbial connectives 
related sentences not joined by conjunctions 
series with commas separating the parts of the items 

Apostrophes1 

possessives 
contractions 



Quotation Marks , 

dial ogue 
titl es 

Hyphens , 

divide words into syl lables 
numbers 
compound words 

Parentheses 

Dashes 

Ital ics 

After the teacher has compiled her list of 

essentials , she needs to group them into the following 

three categories , 

1) Basic, What all students should know 

2) Preferred, What most students should know 

J) Enriched , What some students should know 

The most fundamental items that even the 

s l owest chil dren wil l need in their dail y l ives 

will go in the Basic group . The Preferred Group , 

however, wil l contain the essentials from the list 

that are probably not necessary but probably helpful 

for the student to knowo Finall y, the last group of 

essentials will be included in the Enriched group for 

the enthusiastic straight A group . 

The following is characteristic of the list 

on Util izing Punctuations 

Basic 1 

Period, end of sentences 
abbreviations 



Questi on Marks 

Commas , series 
dat es 
addresses 
cl os ing and s alut a tion of f riendly l etters 
numbers 

Colons a time 
salutation of business l etters 

Apos trophes 1 

contractions 

Preferred a 

All items in Basic Lis t 

Exclamation Points 

Commas a coordinating conjunctions 
nouns of address 
introductory words 
parenthetical express ions 
appositives 
tag ques tions 

Colons, l ists 

Semicolons, 

adverbial connectives 

Apostrophes a 

possessives 

Quot a tion Marks , 

Hyphens , 

dialogue 
titles 

divide words into syllables 
compound number s 
compound words 

Italics , t itles 



Enriched , 

All items in Basic and Preferred List 

Commas , introductory phrase 

Semi col on a 

series with commas 
separating item parts 
rel ated sentences not joined by conjunctions 

Singl e Quotation Marks 

Parenthesis 

Dashes 

Italics for Emphasis 

Since the l ist of essentials are now gr ouped 

in the three major divisions , the essentials them

selves need to be grouped into general headings . 

For exampl e , the l ist of essentials under the 

topic Util izing Punctuation can be grouped into 

three sub- headings; 

1 ) End Punctuation 

2 ) Linking Punctuation 

3) Special Marks 

As a result of incorporating the .sub- headings 

with the three primary divisions , the teacher has 

an easil y read format that will contain a specific 

concept for each part . In other words , each category 

will have a subdivision for the basic , preferred, 

and enriched. The packet organization for the 

subject "Utilizing Punctuation" now looks like 

the fol l owing , 



PUNCTUATION 

I . End 
A, Basic 

1. periods 
a. end 
b , abbreviations 

2 . question marks 
B. Preferred 

1 . exclamation points 
II . Linking 

A, Basic 

1 . commas 
a . series 
b , dates and addresses 
c . cl osing and salutation of friendly l etters 
d . numbers 

2 . col ons 
· a. time 

b . salutation of business letters 
J3 • • Preferred 

1. commas 
a . coordinating conjunctions 
b . nouns of address 
c . introductory words 
d . parenthetical expressions 
e . appositive$ 
f. tag questions 

2. col ons 
a . lists 

J . semicolons 
a . adverbial connectives 

C. Enriched 
1. commas 

a . introductory phrases 
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b . related sentences not joined by conjuncions 

III . Special Marks 
A. Basic 

1 . apostrophes 
a . contractions 

B. Preferred 
1 . apostrophes 

a . possessives 
2 . quotation marks 

a . dialogue 
b . titl es 

J. hyphens 
a . divide words int o syllabl es 
b . compound numbers 
c . compound words 

4 . ital ics 
a. titl es 

c. Enriched 
1 . s i ngl e quotation 

2 . parentheses 

J . dashes 

marks 

4. italics for emphasis 

PERFORMANCE GOALS 

After the basic essential s have been organized 

into a usabl e packet format , the t eacher needs to 

concern himsel f with the Perfor mance Goals . In 

formul ating these Performance Goals , three basic 

steps should be remembered . 1 ) Let the students 

know what they will be performing to show they have 

mastered the goal s o Use specific verbs such as 

l ist , write , identify , compare and contrast . For 



exampl e , the student will be abl e to list the 

reasons for the American Revol ution , 

2) Be sure to l et the student know under what 

conditi ons he will be taking the t est , and how much 

time he will have to complete it . Will he have to 

respond from memory or will he be able to use the 

t extbooks or notes? Students should have answers 

for all of these questionso These answers can be 

provided through a concisel y stated behavioral 

objecti ve . An exampl e follows 1 "Us i ng the text

book or his notes , the student will be able to 

l i s t the causes of the American Revol uti on. " 

J) The thir d step of the Performance Goals 

is to indi cate the acceptabl e l evel of proficiency , 

The following exampl e demonstr ates the acceptable 

l evel of proficiency 1 "Fr om. memor y al one , the 

student will be abl e ·t o lis t at l east t hree causes 

of the Amer ican Revol ution , " 

As the teacher gets to this point she is ready 

t o take each basic section of the outl ine and write 

a Performance Goal for each topic on the l ist o 

However , it is important to keep in mind whil e 

writing these Performance Goal s t hat there are four 

l evels of thinki ng and not all goals shoul d be written 

for the most el ementary level of l earning, "rote learning" . 



These four general l evel s of thinking include 

memorization , understanding, utilization, and original 

thought. The following guide defines these l evel s 

of thinking, provides possible verbs i n constructing 

Performance Goals , and g ives sampl e Performance 

Goal s under that particular l evel of thinking . 

The key verbs shoul d be noticed in the examples . 

GUIDES TO LEVELS OF THINKING 12 

I. Memorization--emphas is i s on memory (retention 
and recoll ection). 

Possibl e verbs , write list compl ete state circle 
sel ect define name r ecogni ze 
describe cite identify illustrat e 

Example, Given the beginnings of t en well-known 
proverbs , you will complete each proverb 
correctly o 

II . Understanding--incorporates discernment s s tudent 
observes and categorizes. 

Possible verbs1 match compar e contrast categorize 
c l assify transl ate interpret 
expla in extrapol ate order compile 
arrange outline tabulate gr oup 
measur e organi ze rank rel ate 

Examples1 You will interpret cl earl y any five 
sayings of Confuci us or the Hindus , 
using well-written sentences and 
correct punctuation. 
Given a sel ection , the student will 
outline the information in it, using 
correct outline form . 

III , Utilization--employment of facts to fabri cate a 
product 

Possibl e verbs 1 prove construct buil d demonstrate 
execute predict write (appl ying 
rules) compute summari ze discuss 
justify perform solve 



Examples , You will demonstrate an ethnic craft 
for the class , summarizing its history , 
main components and finished product , 
in an oral presentation or tape recording 
lasting from five to ten minutes . 
You will gather data concerning your 
personal family history and cons truct 
a family tree with notations . 

IV . Original Thought-- Use of creative processes t o 
develop something unique . 

Possible verbs, analyze distinguish produce 
pl an formulate generalize 
evaluate compose devise s ketch 
write (anything creative , 
stories , poems , newspaper articles) 

Example, Given a choice of subjects , you will 
compose a haiku , f ollowing the correct 
syll abic form . 

ACTIVITIES 

The main l earning takes place in the activities 

section if the teacher has given consideration to the 

variety of activities necessary to fit the particu

lar needs of her students . Since the l earning pac

ket is considered a mul ti- media approach , thes e 

activities s houl d employ the four general categories 

of learning modes . These modes include, reading , 

s eeing , lis t ening , and manipulating. Patricia 

Ward, author of the book Learning Packets , defines 

the four learning modes as follows , 

Reading , this appl ies to any type 
of reading activity . Materials us ed 
coul d be textbooks , reference books , 
s uppl ementary books , charts , post er s 
or pamphlets . 
Seeing , this involves information 
presented primarily in a pictorial 
mode , s uch as movies , films trips , 
picture poster s , s tudy prints , slides , 
vi deot apes,and transparenc ies . 
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Listeninga this rel at es to any 
medium i n which knowl edge is es
sentially gained through the ears . 
Exampl es woul d be l ectures , class 
or smalle group discussions , tapes 
and records . 
Manipulating, this refers to those 
activities which require the use of 
the hands . Some typical ones woul d 
be the making of model s : use of el ec
tric quiz- boards ; making bull etin 
boards ; using games ; working with 
wheel charts ; making and mani pul ating 
puppets ; or drawing maps , charts, 
and graphs • " 13 

The activities the t eacher des igns should 

invol ve sampl es from each mode of lear ning and 

from each of the abil ity l evels o This procedure 

not only .ensures a choice for ever yone but pro-

vides t he learning experiences necessary to mas ter 

the Performance Goals . However , in order to plan 

these activities and compl ete this procedure , it 

i s necessary to make constant r efer ence to Per

formance Goals . The following i s a l ist of sugges t ed 

materials and r esources from each of the f our ~ 

l earning modes which s houl d be made avail abl e 

to s tudent s in the cl assroom , 

Reading 

1 . Commercial, t eacher -made or s tudent- made 
charts can be used t o present the needed information . 

2 . Textbook or suppl ementary books are obvious 
sources . If poss ibl e , beg , borrow , or steal s ample 
textbooks from l evel s above and bel ow your grade 
l evel . (Teachers have been known t o do all three 
when desperate enough! ) 

J . If material i s unavailabl e on an appr opriate 
r eading l evel, making comic books in which the 
in£ormation has been paraphrased in s impler form 
i s a method of coping with t h i s probl em . The 
teacher can i llus trate with h i s own art work (again , 
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the hairy litt l e peopl e a r e easy to draw ) , or 
he can enli st the a i d of a fr i endly art teacher 
or a talented student. 

4. School magazines such as Scope , Junior 
Schol astic , My Weekly Reader , or Current Sci ence 
often contain articl es on subjects you study . 
A fi l e of such magazi nes shoul d be kept and 
util ized as supplementary sources . They are 
generally wri tten on a l ower reading l evel than 
most text books . 

Seeing 

1 . Fil ms have l ong been used as teaching 
devi ces . Sear ch the free f ilm catalogs for ideas. 
I t has been f ound that students gai n mor e from 
fi l ms if they ar e assigned definite questions to 
answer or a worksheet t o compl ete while vi ewing 
the f ilm. 

2 . Old t extbooks or magazi nes can be cut up 
to make a picture displ ay to convey the needed 
infor mation . 

J . I f a v i deotape machine is avail abl e , 
l ecture or demonstration can be taped to be shown 
to small groups when they reach that point i n 
the packet . 

4 . The TV gui des can be watched for programs 
which could be recorded and shown when needed. 

Listeni ng 

1. Consider using cl ass or small group dis 
cussions to hel p reach your Perf ormance Goals. 
Even though packet s i ndividual ize work , opportunities 
shou1 d still be offered for the student to socialize 
and f eel that he is part of a group. 

2 . Have one student teach or expl ain somethi ng 
to a fellow student . Many t imes our student s can 
do a bett~r job of teachi ng one another than we 
can. 

J . Search f or poss i bl e fiel d trips as l earning 
experi ences . 

4 . Bring i n a r esource person to talk to the 
cl ass . 

5. Look for recor ds as well as tapes which 
will relat e t o your subject matter. Again , check 
with your media specialist t o see what is in your 
medi a center . 

Manipul ating 

Thi s concept coul d be extended to some activities 

which require the manipulation of ideas as well as 

use of the hands . You will find some activities 
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which fall into this category in the l ist bel ow. 

1. Have students construct or complete 
crossword puzzl es based on terms being s tudied . 

2 . Devise activities which requi re 
categorizing facts or items. 

J. Suggest that students make charts or 
gr aphs to convey facts . 

4 . Require transl ation of information from 
one medium t o another , such as pictures into words 
or vice versa . 

5. Present opportunities to construct maps , 
especiall y three- dimensional ones . 

6 . Having student s buil d models of all 
types is an excellent activity. These could ~range 
from scientifi c model s to scenes from stories or 
model s of objects being studied. 

7. Empl oy a wheel chart . This coul d be 
used in Engl i sh , for exampl e , where ~ynonyms are 
studi ed . A wheel chart consists of a cardboard 
wheel which rotates behind a s l ot in a piece of 
poster board . The student can turn the wheel to 
expl ore the range of possibilities , such as the 
number of synonyms which could be substituted 
for a given word in a sentence . 1rhis i s another 
device which could be buil t by s tudents , giving 
them an opportunity to appl y facts already mastered . 

THE FOUR TESTS OF A LEARNING PACKET 

If the Performance Goals of the l earning 

packet have been well - provided for by the activities , 

the majority of the students shoul d pass the mas t ery 

test on the first try . Craig Williams i n his book 

on Learning Packets , states that , "The proof of 

the pudding is in the tasting; the proof of the 
14 

packets is in the testing. " In other words , if 

the teacher has done a good job compil ing the 

packet , the student shoul d do a good job on the 
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mastery t est by scoring a higher percentage on it . 

Since the t ests have already been defined , 

the problem becomes one of tes t cons tr·uction and 

the points t o consider in completing that construc

tion. Once again , the t eac:her mus t refer to the 

activities chosen fo r each Performance Goal . For 

ins tance , if the behavioral objectives were divided 

into two secti ons , then the· pre- test shoul d al so 

consis t of two main sections . 

Teachers can cons truct their own pre- tes t s 

if they keep in mind those items covered in the 

packet. Otherwise , poss ible pre- tests can be found 

from skill pages of other textbooks , workbooks, or 

s tandardized t es ts . 

Al l tes t s --the f3'.ce- t est , the §,elf-t'es t , 

the ln'ras tery 'test , and the P·ecycl e i es t shoul d be 

consis tent in form so the student is truly prepared 

for the Mastery Tes t. However , all t es t s do not 

have t o be in ob j ective form . There are necessary 

al ternatives to use with students of different 

l earning abilities . Teachers s hould s trive for 

as much variety i n their tes t s as in their activi

ties . The key to t es t vari ety i s provided by 

Patricia Ward in her book on Learning Packet s . 

In this book , she has demons trated five t est 

categories des igned to measure a chil d ' s achievement . 



These categories are as fol lows, 

Manipulative 

Evaluations of this type can be characterized 
by s tudents managing , utilizing and control ling ideas 
or translating these ideas into model s . These 
are the true "hand- on" projects . They r equire 
students to touch objects , manipulate tools , build 
or construct . This section could include , 

model s of objects or areas s t udied 
dioramas or other displays 
maps--three - dimensional or flat 
cons truction of crossword puzzl es 
classification of items into collections , rocks , seed 
leaves , art pictures by periods or media 
cards for the electric quiz-board 
making quiz-board posters (with pockets) 
designing s imulations 

Oral 

This t est provides many different approaches 
through which the instructor can use oral express i on 
or interpretation as a yards tick for measurement . 
Possibilities for such evaluations a r e a 

demonstrations 
all categories of s peeches 
t elling of stories or folktales 
i n t erviews 
making of tapes--audio or video 
panel discussions 
group dis cussi ons 
debates 
monol ogues 
interpretations 
model meetings - - United Nations , t own council , Congress 
puppet shows 
commercials 

Both the s tudent and the ins tructor should know the 
criteria by which s uch oral activities will be judged . 
The oral evaluation f orm should be dependent , of course , 
upon the s pecific Performance Goal s . However , here 
i s a sample evaluation i nstrument which may be useful 
in devel oping criteria t o follow. This i s for a 
Performance Goal such as the followi ng , "You will 
prepare and present a ' Let Me Explain 1 s peech 
meeting these requirements : _l engt~ from.2½.to J½ 
mi nutes , given from an outline written in ink 
(handed in after the s peech) ; and using some sort 
of vis ual aid as part of the s peech ." 



EXPLANATION SPEECH EVALUATION FORM 

I . Outline form (5 points ) 
Labeling -------
Punctuation ------
Ink ---------Paper _______ _ 

Neatness -------
Total I -------

II . Presentation (20 points--2 points each) 
Introduction -----
Volume --------
Rate of talking __ _ 

Express ion ------
Eye contact ____ _ 

Mannerisms ------
Interes t -------
Logical arrangement __ 

Conclus i on ------
Time of report ----
Total II ------

III . Visual Aids (5 points ) 
Appropriateness (2 points) 
Originality ( 2 points ) 
Vis ibility ( 1 point) 

Total III ____________ _ 

GRAND TOTAL OF SPEECH SATISFACTORY ----- ------
WEAK -----
Recycl e ___ _ 

Grading Scalea A=J0- 28 
R= under 18 

B= 27- 25 C= 24- 21 D= 20-18 
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The student should be given a copy of the form 
to study before presenting his speech so that he 
may know exactly what is expected of him . 

Written 

Aside from the traditional types of written 
tests there are a myriad of opportunities to use 
creative writing as the method for checking the 
learner ' s progress . Your students could be examined 
through the use of the following activities , 

specific types of paragraphs (descriptive , why , what , etc . ) 
creative writing--pl ays , s t ories , poems , folktales 
transl ating information into different types of 

newspaper stories or sections , l etters to 
editor , news stories , sport s tories , f eature 
stories 

crossword puzzl es or other puzzles 
organizing information into charts 

Artistic 

In this mode , visual media are empl oyed to 
indicate the extent of the knowledge which the 
l earner has gained. Some exampl es are, 

s lides 
posters 
picture series 
cartoons 
bul l etin boards 
dioramas or peep shows 
models 
advertisements 

Participatory 

This division entail s overt participation in 
an activity , or demonstration of a proficiency or 
a skill. It can incorporate both individual and 
group efforts . Generall y , testing has the conno
tation of being an isolated and individual procedure . 
However , by using group work , another possibil ity 
of evaluation i s open for the teacher. The student 
can participate in the grading process by rating 
himself and the others in his group . The teacher 
may wish to experiment with this approach when 
trying any of the group activities listed bel ow , 
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skits 
tours 
experiment s 
use of apparatus or machinery 
surveys of s chool , community or family 
projects 
festivals 
role playing 
puppet shows 
simulation games 

Having considered the alternatives avail abl e 
i n rating students , the t eacher can now proceed 
t o the problem of creating your own tests . Bef ore 
the ins tructor begins the process of writing his 
evaluations , he should check the Performance Goals 
which were devel oped earl ier . These aims wil l 
provide the f or m and scope of the exami nation . 15 

These choices are especially important to the 

LD chil d s i nce objective t est s in general are t he 

kinds of tes t s upon which he usually performs poor l y . 

Off ering alternatives in evaluation methods i s the 

only fair way a teacher has of measuring the achieve 

ment of each individual s t udent . Thus , alternatives 

in evaluation are an important part of the l earning 

packet . 

Learning packet s are s tructured units which 

provide for numerabl e l ear ni ng s tyles and capacities . 

Through the utilization of these packets in the 

classroom , the LD student or the s low working s tudent 

i s freed from the constant pressur e to keep up with 

the r est of the chil dren or to fit into the same 

l earning s tyle . In addition , the ~earning packet s ' 

multi- media approach s tresses the use of each child ' s 
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strengths rather t han his weaknesses . The learning 

packet als o places emphas is on information retrieval 

rather -than on memorization which is another plus 

for the LD chil d . The nature of the l earning packets 

then diminishes the LD child 0 s chances of fai l ure 

and enhances or i ncreases the opportunities for the 

positive devel opment of his self concept. 

For future guidance, a sampl e l earning 

packet bas been included in the handbook . The 

learning packet was compil ed by Craig Williams 

and Patricia Ward and was included in the book 

Learning Packets, New Approach to Individualizing 

Instruction. 
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LEARNING CENTERS 

Another way to attend to the various needs 

of the students in the classroom is through learning 

centers . Learning centers may be used in several ways . 

The center may be set up because of a need for rein

forcement of a particul ar curriculum area such as 

math or for an enrichment area where students have 

an opportunity to apply l earned skills . 

Educational games can be used quite extensively 

in school s today because of their great appeal to 

s tudent s i n a l earni ng center . They provide a 

s tudent with the opportunity of applying concepts 

by providing motivation; independent work and 

concentration; a chance to experience small group 

activities ; to reinforce previous ly studied materials ; 

to provide remediation; or to simpl y allow students 

the opportunity of moving to another part' of the 

cl assroom for $Orne fun and competition. 

Ideas for games can be easily found in teacher 

magazi nes , books , and make-it , take-it inservice 

workshopsn Of course , finding ideas for games and 

the time to prepare them are two different tasks . 

However , almost all teachers have very capabl e students 

who are al ways l ooking f or something extra to do . 

Between the teacher and these students , new games 

can be devel oped to meet instructional goals or 

to take advantage of individual learning styl es . 
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If the games are catalogued or coded according 

to l evel s of difficulty , then s tudents who have 

compl eted assignments have an area to attend for 

extra l earning activities without disrupting the 

r est of the cl ass. By taping the directions of 

games on cassettes , the LD student is not l eft 

out of the acti vities because of h i s poor reading 

abil ity. 

The materials at any l earning stat ion should 

be attracti ve , i nteresting, varied , and sel f 

corrective . However , the teacher needs to keep 

track of all games and activities completed in 

order to maintain accurate r ecords of those items . 

Accurate records of these items can be kept by 

us ing a wall charto The wall chart , however , is 

only one method of keeping track of the activities 

each student participated in and the possibl e scores 

earned . 

Game /f:l Game //:2 Game ,r3 

A name tag is placed under the col umn 
of the game completed by a student . 
Number s are added i f game i s done more than once , 
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Game centers not only reinforce basic readi ng 

and math skills , but they also provide for a 

more rel axed and comfortable setting. Grune 

centers can also spark the child who has been 

low on enthusiasm because he has not been properly 

motivated . Thus , the unmotivated chi ldren who 

invol ve themsel ves with these game centers come 

to real ize their own l earning strengths and weak

nesses through their own choices of activities 

and competition . 

The ideas involved in the first part of this 

handbook should aid the cl assroom teacher in 

providing any learning disabl ed chil d with the 

opportunity to learn . The next secti on should 

help parents of LD chil dren understand their chi ld ' s 

deficit and present appl icable learnine techni1ues 

that can be used in the home . 
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" 

GUIDE TO PARENTS 

Like any other child, the LD child needs a 

great deal of encouragement and understanding . This, 

of course , needs to be given by the LD child ' s teacher 

and principal , but more importantly , the parents have 

to be the main source of encouragement . A study in 

the Des Moines , I owa Center for Learning Problems 

states that , "When parents were not an integral part 

of student programming , chil dren tended to be less 
l'1 

successful in their total school performance . " 

Therefore , t eachers and parents should both realize the 

va lue of parent invol vement . 

Children are infl uenced by many stimuli in their 

environment - adults , peers , tel evision , and radio . 

Yet , for school-age chil dren , parents , more than anyone 

or anything else , influence the attitudes and values of 

their children. 

This parental influence has a great carry-over 

in a child ' s participation at school. What a child 

l earns and how the child behaves are potenti a lly 

influenced by any s ocial experiences that he may have . 

Although the school environment and outside activities 

can have s ignificant influence on a child , it i s the 

parents and home environment that provide the child 

with inappropriate as well as appropriate learni ng 

experiences . 



Thus , parents are a va luable asset to any school 

program . Because of this o,bservation, it seems profit

able for a strong educational program to include 

closely knit home-school ties . This type of home

school involvement can only have positive components 

in dealing with all chi ldren especially those with 

l earning and behavioral problems. 

Many activities can be done by family members 

in the home to contribute or to complement the kind 

of behavior associated with the school environment . 

Some activities may be time consuming and tedious 

and some may even be discouraging . Yet if parents 

and teachers together pr ovide love , praise , and 

opportunities for success along with a lot of hard 

work backed with consistency, a child ' s life can be 

saved , What greater reward can be found than this ? 

The following pages suggest activities that can 

be of help to chil dren who have problems in the areas 

of l istening skills , visual and auditory memory , and· 

eye- hand coordination , all of which were discussed i n 

Part I of the handbook . All of these activities can 

be done in the home environment. Most of these 

activities were taken from Margarette Golick ' s , 
17 

Guide to Learning Problems. 
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DEVELOPING LISTENI NG SKI LLS 

Students who cannot interpret words in a sentence 

will not be able to receive inf'onnation. A child may 

slowly process directions given orally which keeps 

him from receiving everything tha t is being said 

to him . This chil d is often reprimanded for not 

following directions or for not listening when in 

the child ' s opinion he was listening . As a re sult, 

Jthe older child "turns off"' and makes no effort 

to l isten. 

In order to he l p this child, awareness and a lert

ness to sounds have to· be taught . This older child 

then has to be strongly motivated through practical 

reasoning of the necessity to listen. The following 

exercises are appropriate for developing listening 

skills , 

1 . Appoint your child the "coffee-chef"--actually 
making it , measuring the coffee and water ( a little 
arithmetic involved here) , deciding when it is done 
and ready to serve (decision-making and listening 
for the right sound of the per k). If his muscu1ar 
control is not good enough to pour the coffee into 
cups , at least l et him arrange the cups ready for 
pouring . This special job of having to get the coffee 
ready for you and the .famil y in the morning might 
prove just the incentive for getting him out of bed l 

I t can also help him develop a sense of time (some
thing a lot of LD children l ack) . He ' s going to have 
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to learn , by doing , just how much time it takes to 
get that coffee made . Granted it may be late a few 
times and someone may have to go off to work without 
it , or it may be too early and get cold. But do not 
give up on him or l e t him give up . Prai se him for 
what he has tried to do , and tell him over and over 
how hel pful he has been . Be around the kitchen, but 
let him do it himsel f . Gi ve him measur ements to 
start - - you wi ll probabl y have t o t ell hi m many times , 
patientl y--but i f it turns out too weak or strong , 
dri nk it .•.. and smile . 

2 . For the younger chil d , it was suggested that he 
l isten for the sound of the pop- up- toaster. So put 
the older chil d in charge 0£ the whole operation : 
putting the toast in , l istening for the sound your 
toaster makes when the toast is done , being responsi 
bl e for getting it out r i ght away and buttering it . 

The action makes him an important member of the family . 
Keepi ng his mind on rememberi ng to listen for the 
"donen signal helps devel op l istening skills and 
attention span; handl ing the toast and putting on the 
butter evenly helps impr ove motor skills . 

3. The older child can load the cl othes dryer, listen 
for the buzzer on the dryer to stop, take out the 
clothes , and fo l d them. Loading the dryer from the 
washer can hel p to develop a sense of size , because 
he has t o judge how many pieces he can take out of 

the washer and put in the dryer at one time without 
dropping any . Many cl othes today will come out 
wrinkle- free i f they are taken from the dryer the 
minute it stops . Again he is developing l istening 
skills, because he must stay a l ert to whatever sound 



your dryer makes when it stops . Just taking the 
clothes from the dryer does not constitute a 
finished job , however . So the third step is the 
folding , stacking , and putting away. The folding helps 

with motor control , the sorting and stacking helps 
in differentiating sizes and shapes , and the putting 
away hel ps with the learning of organization . 

4. To develop or strengthen auditory skills , parents 
can have their children l isten for something specific- 
the timer on the dryer or stove , the alarm clock or 
the doorbell are all signals that need a response. 

5. When this general skil l of listening for a specifi c 
sound has been achieved , then the step that fo l lows is 
discrimination of sounds. For example , a child should 

be able to recognize familiar voices over the phone. 
Parents can make a game out of this by having friends 
and relatives call and allowing the chil dren to 
answer and detennine who is call ing . 

6. Children should not be bombarded with alot of 
assignments or special jobs . Start out s lowly and 
as they feel successful with their new responsibil ity , 
you can add a new one . 

7 . If a child errors by burning the toast or by 
fo r getting an ingredient in the cake , he needs to 
know why he failed and positive suggestions need to 
be made. Never belabor the point and a l ways thank 
him for his efforts in helping the family . 

Allow any child the fun of making something at 

home . Taking out the garbage and doing the dishes 
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all have a pur pose and are responsibilities all 

children should share . . However , children shoul d a l so 

share in the joy of accepting praise after they them

selves have created something--let it be coffee , a 

cake , or anything . 



VISUAL AND AUDITORY MEfviORY 

Many learning dr sabled children learn to compen

sate for their deficiencies . Some deficits are easier 

to cover up than others . There seems to be no little 

way , however , to compensate for the area of visual and 

auditory memory since these deficits will include the 

i nability to follow directions , to return a story in 

proper sequence , to pick out important parts of an 

outline , to memorize multiplication facts , and to spell . 

Visual memory needs to be developed in all 

children . Until this skill is developed , children 

will have difficulty with memorizing basic sight 

words , general dif ficul ty in reading and comprehension 

and spelling. There are ways in which these difficul

ties can be overcome . The following are some sugges

tions for helping children with deficits in these areas: 

1 . Let him help you sort the l aundry--putting together 
the socks that match by size or color, for instance . 
I f he has brothers or sisters , let him judge which 
things belong to which child according to size . 

2 . Give him a pile of buttons to sort out by shape , 
then color or size . 

J . Let him help fold towel s , sheets and washcloths 
into triangles , squares , and rectangl es , 
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4. Have him see how many things he can find in the 
house that are shaped like a circle , square , triangle , 
or rectangle . Use the names of the shapes as you 

discuss them with hi m. 

5 , For those of you whose child is in school and is 
not learning the s i ght words , have him make the word 
out of clay, close his eyes , and trace each l et ter 
with the forefinger of the hand he uses , saying each 
l etter and then the whole word . Do this eight or 
ten times . Then see if he can write the word with
out looking a t it. Lat er, see if he can tell you the 

word when you show it to him . 

6. Always be sure the child is looking directly a t 

you when you gi ve him instructions , You must have his 

undivided attention. 

7 , I f you are making a salad or a casserole dish, 
tell him what you are going to put i n it , The list 
of things should be small to start with and gr aduall y 
increase . Have him watch you , Purposely l eave out 
s omething and see if he can tell y9u what it was . 
Make your lis t longer and l eave out more things each 

time you do this . 

8 . Take your child to the groc ery stor e with you , 
Give him one or two things to remember for you . 
(Make them something he likes . ) You can start out by 
having him t e ll you the things he is remembering for 
you , Later you can l et hi m get the things himself if 

he is ol d enough, Gradually a dd more things for him 
to remember until you reach about e i ght items . This 
will take quite a long time and must be done consi s 

tently. 



9. Tell him or show him someone ' s phone number 
you want him to remember . Wait five minutes or so and 
ask him to tell you what it was . If he cannot remember , 
tell him or show him again , and start all over . Put 
him in charge of remembering numbers for other members 
of the family . Ask him for the number when you want 
to call someone . 

10 . Have him help you r emember things--such as what 
day or time your dental appointment is , a friend you 
must call , something you need to tell another member 
of the family , that you need to change the oil in the 
car or get gas . 

11 . Tell him the street and address of someplace 
you are going . It will be his job to remember it 

for you o 

12 . Put him in charge of remembering the birthdates , 
anniversaries , and so forth of relatives and giving 
you notice when to send a card or gift . 

lJ . For the activities in which he has to remember 
certain dates , get a calendar . Show him each of the 
da tes , you want remembered ; let him mark that date 
however he wants to on the calendar. Tell him that it 
is hi s , that he must be careful not to lose it , and 
that he must check with it i n order to remind you of 
the things you need to know . Make it c l ear that this 
is his responsibility , and that you are going to erase 
these dates from your mind completely until he lets 
you know what to do . 



14. For a school-age child ask him to be able to tell 

you at the end of the day--perhaps at the dinner table 
or when pr eparing for bed--one piece of information 
that he has heard that day . The source is not impor

tant. It could be something heard on tel evision , from 
an adult or friend , or something learned in school , 
This may help him to form the habit of listening to 
what people say; it may also help him to learn to 
judge what is important to remember and .pass on to 
others . It can help him to feel that he is a part 
of his family because he has something to say. Of 
course , his family must cooperate by giving him his 
chance to speak and by listening to him . 

15. Send an older child to the store to get two items 
for you , He will need to read the two items on the 
list aloud. hen he leaves , however, the list stays 
at home . Continue with two items until he is success
ful with that number. Then increase the items to 
three then four and so on. 

16 . Develop a time sequence through the use of a 
calendar. This calendar can also double as an assign
ment book . Parents should ask the teacher to help them 
out in this endeavor, Parents make sure the assign
ment book is in the child ' s pocket when they l eave 
in the morning . Teachers make sure it is in their 
pocket when they go home . 

If a child has visual memory problems , he no 

doubt has difficulty with spelling , The following 

methods can be used to develop the brain area concerned 



with l earning and remembering symbol s in a certain 

order. These sessions shoul d be kept at ten to fifteen 

minutes each afternoon and no more than two words 

shoul d be taught per session. Eventually , students 

will be able to learn more words per session. 

1 . Spelling words shoul d be written on a plain 
piece of white paper with black magic marker . For 
example , use , tthe· woard' reach'. . Write the letters 
about two inches high . 

2 . The child will trace the word "reach" following 
the letters written with the bl ack felt pen . The child 
traces with the index finger of hi s writing hand . 
As the letter is traced , the child names the l etter 

r-e- a-c-h . After tracing the entire word , the word 
is sai d--reach. This pr ocedure is done s i x to eight 
times before going to the next step. 

J . A second cl ean sheet of pl ain white paper is 
pl aced over the top of the original . This time the 
child takes a pencil and writes over the spelling 
word foll owing the lines of the letters . The l etter 
symbols are named as he traces each letter and the 
whole word is pronounced at the end . The word i s 
traced in this way ten times , moving the paper up 
to a clean spot for each tracing . 

4 . The top sheet is removed and the word is copied 
six different times on the original sheet still 
saying each letter and the whole word . 

5. This time the word is written from memory on 
another piece of paper or on the board . If he fails 
he goes back to the pencil step, which is step three . 



DEVELOPING EYE- MOTOR COORDINATION 

Eye-motor coordination is the ability to 

coordinate vision with movements of the body . 

The child who is handicapped in this area will seem 

untidy and clumsy and , as a result , he may be poor 

in sports and awkward with craft-related duties of 

pasting and cutting. This child may lose his place 

in reading and his handwriting will not be legible . 

The following are ways parent s can help children 

in this area : 

1 , Large muscl e development and small muscle 
development are very important . Stirring ingredients 
in a l arge mixing bowl is a large muscl e developer . 

2 . Rolling dough is also a good large muscle exercise . 

J . Using the rolled out dough for cutting cookie 
shapes , sprinkling the cookies with col ored sugar and 
raisins is an excell ent _developer of small-muscles 
in the hands and fingers , 

4 . Children who are clumsy are rarely given the 
chance to pour anything . Pouring can start with items 
that are not so spillable. Start with navy beans , 
cereal , chocolate chips , and small marshmallows . 
After the child has conquered these items , allow the 
child to try slow liquids l ike syrup , honey , and ket
chup. The third step then , will be the liquids of 
milk , koolaid , and water. 

5. Another exercise fo r small muscle control can be 
developed by spreading frostings on cakes and peanut 



butter on br ead . Small muscl e control can also be 
developed by the use of col oring books . Have the 
students practice staying inside the lines . 

6. Use laundry baskets and have chil dren throw 
clothes into t hem . Gradual ly make chi l d stand farther 

away from t he baskets . 

7 , Gi ve chil dr en oppor tuniti es to stand on a chair 
or step ladder to reach something f or you o Provide 
practice wal king on the rungs of a r egul ar ladder 
whil e it is sti ll on the gr ound. This is good for 

bal ance . 

Learning disabl ed chil dren and their parents 

often become discour aged . Failure with school has 

always been dominant in their lives . Parents who 
I 

care but do not under stand their child ' s problem 

provide him only with extra tutoring sessions , and 

constant nagging. 1rhey forget that "fun " is an 

important ingredient in the life of any human being . 

Margarette Gol ick sums up a parent ' s r esponsibilities 

in her Gui de to Learning Pr obl ems with the following 

points . 

1 . Give chil dren opportunities to experi ence the 

world in a meaningful , exci ting way . 
2 . Give ehi ldren chances to assume responsibilities . 
3. Give children the opportunity to l earn to use 
common devices of our society. 
4 . Give children the opportunity to learn games so 
that practicing a skill is fun . 
5. Finally, give children an opportunity to partici

pate with other children , because this is wher e the 

most important l essons of childhood are learned. 
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'!'his section t;ives the p.irent some useful 

tcchni,ues tl.it i!' used properly , will provide c:..ny 

LD child with an opportunity to l earn and feel ~ood 

about hi1self . It is hoped that thi::; handbook will 

serve as a s tarting point for classroom tedchers , 

p~rents , and other members of the educational staff, 

to worlc as a unit and to compliment the work of the 

other . This dedication and cooper ation of .Ll.l can 

v11J hel p to broaden the l earninc horizons o~ the 

LD child . 



APPENDIX A 

COMMUNICATION FORMS 
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Elementary Level Consultation Form-continued 

CHECK APPROPRIATE ITEtw1.::, 

A. What can Resource Room Teacher do to 
remediate weaknesses? 
Coordinate joint lesson plans with classroom 
teacher 
Meet with classroom teacher dail y 

weekly 
other (specify) 

Establi sh grade contract with teacher 

student 
Coordinate grade contract with teacher 
Send examples of student ' s work to classroom 
teacher daily 

weekly 
other (specify) 

Send written report of student ' s wor~ for student 
to complete , daily 

weekly 
other (specify) 

Send written report of student ' s progress to 
teacher daily 

weekly 
other (specify) 

Provide teacher with appropriate materials for use 
in classroom 
Team teach within classroom 



CHECK APPROPRIATE 
ITEMS 

B. What can Classroom Teacher do to help transfer 
of learning occur? Oversee work Resource Room 
Teacher sends to classroom for student 

Provide supplementary instruction on assignments 
brough back from Resource Room 

Grade papers student brings from Resource Room 
for completion in classroom 

Supplement Resource Room program with other 
materials supplied by Re source Room Teacher 

Supplement Resource Room program with other 
materials supplied by self 

Doesn ' t have time to work on transfer 

Other (specify) 
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Elementag Level Consultation For m-continued 

C. What can student do to aid himself? --------

D. What can others do to aid plan? (specify who and 
what) ------------------------

E . Who will coordinate this Program? ________ _ 

If appropriate , specify how often student will go 
to Resource Room , fo r how long daily , and during 
which periods? ______________ ____ _ 

Signatur es : Classroom Teacher --------
Resource Room Teacher --------

Student --------
Date 



Elementary Level Consul tation Form 
Student ' s Name : __________ Chronological Age : __ 
Classroom Teacher ' s Name_: _______________ _ 

Date : Grade Level: --------- -----------
I , Spelling Difficulties : Can ' t spell words appropriate 

for mental age 
A. Possible causes : 

CHECK APPROPRIATE I TEMS 

1. perceptual 

poor visual discrimination-inability to 
distinguish one object from another when 
pr esented visually 

poor visual memory-unabl e to recall infor
mation presented visually 

poo r auditory discrimination-inability to 
distinguish differences between sounds or 
words 

poor auditory memory-inability to recall 
information presented orally 

numerous reversals and inversions , etc . 

other (specify) _ _ _______ ~------

2 . physical 
poor visual-motor control for written spelling 

speech difficulty interferes with oral spelling 

possible vision difficulty , suspected ____ _ 

known ------
specify ------



possible auditory difficulties , suspected ___ _ 
known ----

specify ___ _ 

slow reaction time 

other (specify) _______________ _ 

J . social-emotional 
embarrassed to spell orally 

affected by past failures 

unable to function independently 

needs personal dir ections 

poor self concept 

easily distracted 

other (specify) ______________ _ 

4 . material inappropriate 
spelling words inappropriate , too difficult 

needs visual cues 

needs oral cues 

needs multi sensory procedure 

doesn ' t know letters of alphabet 

doesn ' t know s ounds of letters 

other (specify) _____________ _ _ 



5. technique inappropriate 
difficulty with oral spelling only 

difficulty with written spelling only 

difficulty with any type of spelling 

can ' t write words but can recognize them 
in a group 

needs test-study-test technique 

needs study test technique 

How often is spelling taught in the classroom? ____ _ 

Who teaches spelling to the student? _________ _ 

What spelling word source is used? spelling book , 
reading list , etc . Please specify. _________ _ 

Specify any other materials or equipment used in teaching 
spelling. _______________________ _ 



Elementary Level Consultation-Short Form 

May be used for initial conference with Cl assroom Teacher 
if long form is unnecessary and should be used for all 
s ignificant follow- up conferences . 

Meeting initiated by : -----------(name) 
_________ (position) 

Date of meeting: 
Subject of discussion : _________ (student ' s name) 
Purpose of the meeting: ________________ _ 

Results of the meet ing: ________________ _ 

*Please clip this fo rm to other consult ation forms in 
the student ' s Resource Room file . A tall y of your 
consultations will be requested . 



VI . Suggested Techniques for Facilitating Staff 
Relations 

Personal contact is the pr ef erred form of commu

nication whenever possible. This is especially impor

tant when keeping the principal and other administra

tors informed of s tudents ' successes . Techniques 

useful for meeting this goal include : 

1 . Weekly visits with t he princ ipal to 
discuss programs and students . 

2 . Ongoing visits by the principal to 
the Resource Room in order to view 
the program in progress . 

J , Pr esentation of test results , students ' 
worksheets , and other objective 
evidence of progress . 

4 . Par ental pl easur e with the s tudent ' s 
success expressed to the administra
tion. 

5. Cl assroom t eacher pl easure expressed 
to the principal . 

In being open about his/her responsibilities and the 

way they are handled , the Resource Room teacher can 

employ several techniques : 

1 . Posting a schedul e of students assigned 
to the program , amount of time used for 
servicing them , and total amount of hours 
involved in cons ulting and materials 
pr epar ation . This ro s ter should be 
di splayed in the teacher ' s loung and 
updat ed monthl y . 

2 . Scheduling regul ar classr oom teachers 
into the Resour ce Room for an hour 
each month in order to demonstrate how 
the program works . If the r egular 
classroom teachers ' class can be covered 
by the Reso urce Room aide t his i s most 
effective . 

J . Est ablishing and/or coordinating the 
student ' s performance objectives with 
the r egul ar classroom teacher . 



4. Requesting the regular classroom 
teacher to visit her students in 
the Resource Room so that the 
regular classr oom teacher can ob
tain ideas concerning techniques 
which ar e effective . Performance 
objectives can also be revised at 
this time . 

5. Allowing the Resource Room teacher 
to exchange teaching assignments 
with t he r egul ar cl a s s r oom teacher 
so that each teacher can gain a 
better understandi ng of the other ' s 
role . 

6. Sending sampl es of the student ' s 
wor k t o the r egul ar classroom 
teacher with not ations . Thi s 
helps the regular classr oom teacher 
t o know wher e the student i s 
per formi ng at all t i mes and to 
suggest ~hanges in the progr am . 

7. Team teaching with the regular 
cl assr oom teacher , especially 
at the secondary level in classes 
where there a r e large numbers of 
Special Education st udent s . 

8 . Adminster regular classroom teacher ' s 
tests to special students on an 
individualized basis and in a manner 
which offers the student the best 
chance for success . 

9 . Preparing or supplying special 
materials for use in the regular 
classroom. 

B. CLASSROOM ORGANIZATION 

Introduction-Resource rooms should be flexible enough 

to handle a variety of differ ent needs at any given 

time . Therfore , a carefully engineered structure 

is appropriate , In addition to individual and group 

instruction , the Resource Room teacher will be respon

sible for diagnostic testing , material preparation , 

and supervision of a teacher assistant . 



Diagnostic Testing-In order to provide some con-

crete information to teachers and principals concerning 

s uccess of s tudents within the Resource Room, pre and 

post testing is recommended . The following tests will 

be available : 

BESS! 
Key Math 
Woodcock 
FIAT 
Slingerland 
Meeting Street School Screening 
Informal Diagnostic Tools 

This t esting should be completed the first month of 

school and should be used to help plan objectives at 

the IEP conference . The initial scr eening and/or 

testing may also be the initial contact with the student . 

Materials-A Resource Room will need to be equipped 

in much the same way as a regula r classroom. It must 

be flexible enough to handle a variety of different 

teaching/learning situations at the same time . Material 

preparation may include teacher-made materials in 

addition to curri culum modification of classroom 

materials . Exampl es of possibl e floor plans for a 

Resourc e Room follow. 



SCHEDULING FOR THE RESOURCE TEACHER 

The Resource Room teacher ' s personal planning will be 

simplified if a daily or weekly schedule is used to 

keep track of appointments and contacts . Since the 

teacher plan book may not be flexible enough to handle 

the different tasks performed by the Resource Room 

teacher , he/she may need to devise their own system. 

It will be nec e ssary for scheduling , consultation, 

and organization . Some suggestions follow : 

For further infoil?mation see: 

Lott ,L. S., Hudak , B. J . , and Scheetz , J . A. Strategies 

and Techniques for Mainstreaming : A Resource Room 

Handbook , Monroe County School District , lviichigan, 

1975, 



Exampl e: 1 
... eeklv ;'.)Chedul e 

time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

8 : 00 

8 : '30 

9 : 00 

9 : 10 

110 : 00 

10 : 10 

11 : 00 

1 1 : 10 

12 : 00 

1 2 : 10 

1 : 00 

1 : 10 

2 : 00 

2 :10 

1:00 

1 :10 



Example 2 

al. .V ;:jC e u D ·1 ~ h d l e 

Time Mondav 

, 8 : 00 

, 8 : 10 
I 

I 

I 9 : 00 

Q: 10 

10: 00 

10 : 10 

11 : 00 

11 : 10 

1 2 : 00 

12 : 10 

1 : 00 

1 : 10 

2 : 00 

2 :10 

1 : 00 

1: 10 



Rules Creat e Freedom of Interaction 

It must also be clearly stated that the greatest 

amount of freedom occurs only when t here are rules to 

govern behavior. Where there are no rules, peopl e 

do not understand the expectations for themselves 

or for the people with whom they interact. However , 

by having knowledge of the rules, students know the 

boundaries within whi ch they can operate , both posi

tively and negatively, It is only when rules are 

stated, not rules that stifle the imagination , but 

rules that clarify roles , that healthy i nteraction 

takes pl ace . Behavioral contracts f acilitate this 

occurence . 

BEHAVIORAL CONTRACTS 

There are a va riety of behaviora1 contracts that 

teachers can use to develop a better feedback system 

between themselves and their students . One particu

l a r format i s provided in this Handbook in an attempt 

t o model how a contr act shou1d be set up , Other 

possibilities are left to the imagination . The 

contract recommended is actually composed of two parts . 

The first is a grade assessment form and the second 

part is a behavioral contract . This is distinguished 

f r om alternative grading systems and the joint lesson 

plans discussed in this chapter . 

A. Grade Assessment Form 

The grade assessment form is basically concerned 



with what is expected of students in such things as 

the number of books they are to r ead , what outside 

assignments a r e expected , what daily assi gnment must 

be completed . An att empt is made to determine what 

output i s r equired of regular students in order to 

r eceive an "A" , "B" , or "C" . Obviously , anything 

l ess than a "C" is unsatisfactory work and is not 

handled by this method . The information contained 

in the form is then converted into a l esson pl an t hat 

fits the capabilities of the handicapped student . 

In other words , the Resource Room Teacher (RRT) 

modifies the expectations of the Regul ar Cl assroom 

Teache r (HCT) in a manner which permits the handicapped 

student to receive a grade (feedback) of "A 11
, 

11.8 11
, 

or 11C11

• Whatever the grade, it must be based on his 

ability level , not on direct competition with student s 

with whom he cannot compete academically . When an 

appropriate conversion is made, the teacher and student 

a re ready to set up a behavioral contract . 
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GRADE ASSESSMENT FORM 

In order to evaluate -------------
work for the current marking period; I would like 
to request the following information from you so 
that we can make a contract with you and ____ _ 

concerning the amount of work 
necessary to pass your class . 

What must ___________ do to earn an 

Excellent (A)? (Please be specific concerning books 
to be covered, math skills necessary , projects to 
be completed , etc . ) 

What must~----~-------do to earn 
Above Average (B)? 

What must ____________ do to earn 

Satisfactory (C)? 



B. Grade Contracts 

Once the RRT developes an educational pl an that 

extracts the greatest possibl e output for t he handi

capped student , the groundwork for a gr ade contr act 

is l aid. The RRT discusses outputs expected f r om 

t he handicapped student with the Regular Classroom 

Teacher (RCT) and with the student . This process 

allows them t o come to an agr eement as to what is 

required in order to receive an "A" . "b " , or "G" 

grade for the class . In this setup, requirements 

are specified exactly. They include exactly what 

a student must do to receive an "A", how much less 

to receive a "B", and whether this is to be done on 

a quality or quantity of output basis. Once the 

actual requirements have been determine~ the student, 

RCT , and RRT all sign the contract . The key to the 

success of the grade contract is that the student 

competes for a grade against his own capabilities. 

He is appropriately reinforced by the teacher for 

the amount of output , as is the regular class stu

dent who has normal potential. 

Because the handicapped student often does not 

have a good grasp of what is expected of him, the 

specificity of expectations is an advantage that he 

usually does not have. This specificity will help 

to make him a better student . 
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Form 2 

GRADE CONTRACT 

In order to obtain the objectives you outlined in 

the Grade Assessment Form , ________ and I Have 

discussed what he is capable of achieving during this 

marking period. ___________ has an under-

standing of how much work is required to obtain each 

objective . 

Specifically, in order to obtain the following 

grade , ________ will perform the followinga 

A. 

B. 

c . 

It is important that we all agree to this contract. 

I t is understood that the evaluation of these goals , and 

the grade given, will be directly related to the output 

of work stated in the A, B, and C conditions . 

________ (Student) _______ (Teacher) 

________ (R . R. Teacher) 



ALTERNATIVE GRADING 

Handicapped students who are mainstreamed into 

the regular education program share with the Regular 

Classroom Teacher (RCT) a major dilemma, how to receive 

(give) adequate feedback for their work output, especially 

when compared to regular students . This problem 

parallels the mainstreaming issue and a series of 

feedback systems (grading) have been developed to 

handle this problem. 

An accompanying problem isa who is to develop or 

assist the RCT in determining what feedback system 

should be adapted . This problem is resolved only 

when the RRT and the RCT cooperate in grading the 

handicapped student. I ncluded in this Handbook are 

descriptions of six possible grading systems which 

may be used to give, the handicapped student appro 

priate feedback and rationale for using a joint 

system. 

Rationale 

There are a variety of reasons that the RRT 

can present to the RCT for using alternative grading 

systems with handicapped students . While some of 

these are not exclusive to the handicapped student, 

it is with them in mind that these systems have been 

developed. 



Individualization 

One of the problems the handicapped student faces 

in competing with students in regular education is that 

the handicapped student ' s skills are more limited. 

The teacher is conf'ronted with this problem when 

trying to decide how to grade a student with a handi

cap. The only way that this can be done is to indivi

dualize the grading system so that all handicapped 

students, and perhaps regular students as well, a re 

competing against themselves. In this way, the 

teacher has an adequate means of measuring the student ' s 

output. By individualizing the grading system, the 

student is graded on the basis of the energy that he 

puts into the learning process. The feedback he re

ceives from the teacher is based on his input and 

output. Individualizing, therefore, is a way of en

couraging the special student to work as hard as he 

can at his highest level of capacity, while not dis

couraging him because of his handicap. 

Options 

Another advantage to the alternative grading 

system is that we are offering teachers a variety of 

options which they can use to determine how they will 

grade their handicapped students . The teacher can 

chose a grading system that is responsive both to 

her needs and to the student's needs . Furthermore , 
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by suggesting alternatives , the Special Education 

instructor is not choosing the grading method for the 

teacher, but is suggesting alternatives from which 

the Regular Classroom Teacher may choose . Since these 

alternatives range from the Regular Classroom Teacher 

grading entirely to the Resource Room Teacher grading 

entir ely, our system does not impede nor does it inter

fere with the Classroom Teacher 's freedom of choice. 

At the same time, however, we are strongly urging the 

Classroom Teacher to choose an alternative system of 

grading . 

Bal ancing Special Education-Regular Education 

The advent of mainstreaming has introduced a 

variable into education that is unique in the sense 

that handicapped students are no longer isolated as 

they had been for the past twenty years. Now we have 

a situation where two teachers, a Special Education 

Teacher and a Regular Teacher, are responsible for 

the student. This new balance must be also reflected 

in the feedback system (grading) to the student and 

par ent. The Special Education student's situation 

is such that he is receiving feedback from both a 

Regular and a Special Education Teacher. But if the 

grading system is based on one teacher or the other, 

as opposed to a combined effort of both teachers, 

the s tudent is receiving data that might possibly 

be inaccurate. As a r esult of this, he may misjudge 



how he should respond to the social system (school). 

For example, if the feedback from the Classroom Teacher 

is that he is not satisfying the objectives for that 

class, but the feedback from the Special Education 

Teacher is that he is doing well, this confusion 

could lead the student to an erroneous conclusion 

concerning his skills. Thus, in a system where there 

is a balance between both teachers in grading, the 

student should benefit. Such a system requires the 

Resource Room Teacher to communicate directly with 

the Regular Classroom Teacher and induces an appropriate 

response from the Classroom Teacher. This combined 

effort should provide the student with a realistic 

assessment of his skills, 

Grading System Mainstreamed 

Another reason for using an adjusted grading 

system is that the mainstreamed handicapped student 

should receive the same feedback in terms of letter 

grades that regular classroom students receive, The 

concept of mainstreaming originated in an attempt to 

erase from the handicapped student 's mind the idea 

that he is different f rom other students. For example, 

if he is graded on a pass -fail basis (S-U) rather than 

a gradient basis (A ,B,C,D,E), he soon realizes that 

he is different from other students. This encourages 

his "specialness". By offering the gradi ng system 



described in this article, the Special Education 

student can be put on the same grading system as other 

students and by providing various options, the Regular 

Classroom Teacher should be able to find one option 

that is satisfactory. 

Grading System as a Feedback System 

Finally, it must be emphasized that whatever grading 

system is used, its value is in its feedback poten-

tial. Feedback should be designed to reflect the 

student 's capabilities, while not discouraging him 

beyond repair. If handicapped students are judged 

strictly in relationship to students without handi-

caps, they will most likely fail. Graded on a curve 

such a student will almost always come out last, pro

viding him with inaccurate information. This, however, 

is unnecessary. It is quite possible to develop a 

feedback system which emphasizes the student's 

strengths, thus allowing him to be judged on the ex

pected outcome for his ability level. For example, 

a physically handicapped student will probably not 

be a football player, yet there are many tasks with 

physical requirements in which he can engage. The 

educable mentally impaired student may use his intel

l igence to make sound judgements. By using a grading 

system with a variety of options, feedback to the 

student can reflect his difference from other stu-

dents, yet not discourage him from wanting to learn. 



Overview 

A-Regular Classroom Teacher Controlled Contract 

The Regular Classroom Teacher marks the student 

according to his pre-determined grade plan in the same 

manner as the rest of his class. 

B-Daily-Weekly Guide 

The student is graded on an equal basis for 

each day/week regardless of the activity/assignment 

involved. 

C-Mid-Marking Period Agreement 

A grading compromise between the Regular Classroom 

Teacher and the Resource Room Teacher . They discuss 

grades and if they cannot reach a mutual agreement. 

they evenly split the difference between their positions. 

D-Joint Contract 

The Regular Classroom Teacher submits her program 

to the Resource Room Teacher who modifies the content 

to fit the student's ability. 

E-Behavioral Objectives Pl us Scattergram 

Student is given a reading and I . Q. test and then 

a scattergram is compiled in order to develop an indi 

vidual Behavioral Objective or a Behavioral Objective 

is prepared for groups of similar levels. 

F-Resource Room Teacher Controlled Contract 

The Resource Room Teacher has the total grading 

responsibility. This type of contract is used , generally, 

when the Regular Cl assroom Teacher has no known 

guidelines for marking handicapped students or, when 

the student is in the Resource Room full time fo r a 



particular subject . 



Discussion 

A-Regular Classroom Teacher Controlled Contract 

Description 

A Regular Classroom Teacher Controlled Contract 

is an agreement between a Regular Classroom Teacher 

and a Resource Room Teacher that the Regular Class

room Teacher will mark the student according to his 

pre-determined grade plan. The Resource Room Teacher' s 

only function in this contract is to ask the Regular 

Classroom Teacher if he would be willing to use one of 

the other potential contracts. If he is unwilling to 

modify his grading system, the Resource Room Teacher 

does not attempt to intervene. 

Rationale 

This type of contract must be offered to Class

room Teachers because many honestly feel that all 

students must be graded within the structure of a 

class unit, as opposed to an individual unit. For 

us to ignore this fact is to disregard the Classroom 

Teacher's integrity in this matter. However, by 

offering this contract, we also may gain some influence 

with the Classroom Teacher, which may benefit our 

mutual students. 

When to Use 

When the Classroom Teacher allows none of t he 

other options to be used in her classroom. 



B-Daily-Weekly Grade Contract 

Description 

In this contract the Regular Classroom Teacher 

agrees to mark the student on a daily/weekly basis, 

with either daily/weekly grade being equal to any 

other daily/weekly grade . Thus , if we used the 

Daily Contract (which is preferable), a student is 

daily marked on his contributions to class , his in

cl ass work, out-of-class work etc. on the day that 

it occurs. Thus, a test or project completed on 

Monday, is just as important as a class discussion 

or movie interaction on Tuesday. A-E are assigned 

a point value of 1-5, and ar e added up at the end 

of the marking period, divided by the number of days, 

and an appropriate grade is given. 

Rationale 

This contract gives equal weight to class inter

action , tests , papers , etc. thus giving each student 

an opportunity to be graded on his strengths rather 

than hi s weaknesses. Thus , a student who works hard 

will be able to get a "good" grade , but becauce he 

is likely to fall down on tests , papers , written project s, 

occasional daily work assignments , he will not be able 

to obtain the top grades . 

When to Use 

This contract is good in secondary situations, 

particularly when a Cl assroom Teacher is unable to 

modify the curriculum of the class to any great extent. 
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C-Mid-Marking Period Agreements 

Description 

This contract is an agreement between the Resource 

Room Teacher and the Regular Classroom Teacher that they 

will share equal responsibility for the grade , based 

upon their unique perceptions in their own classrooms. 

At the end of a marking period, each will discuss their 

grade and their rationale for it. They will then come 

to a mutual agreement based on their two positions 

(if appropriate). If no agreement can be reached, 

they will evenly split the difference between their 

positions. 

Rationale 

This is an attempt to bring a negotia ted settlement 

between a Regular Classroom Teacher and a Resource Room 

Teacher who come to the meeting with different bias'. 

Each influences the other, and the student gains by 

the mutual gr owth and understanding that takes place. 

When to Use 

This should be an instrument frequently used by 

teachers who can compromise. It involves the least 

time commitment, and litt nuisance work is involved , 

which is to everyone's benefit. 



D-Joint Contract 

Description 

The Joint Contract is an attempt by the Resource 

Room Teacher and the Regular Classroom Teacher to work 

out a mutual program for the student. The student' s 

grade is based on the amount of work expected of other 

student,s but the student's ability level is also taken 

into consideration. The Resource Room Teacher contacts 

the Regular Classroom Teacher, asking the Regular Class

room Teacher to write out the pt"ogram for the class 

during that marking period. Then the Resource Room 

Teacher modifies the content of the program to fit 

the student's ability level, thus individualizing 

this program. The grade is then given on the basis 

of work output, which was ability-level detennined. 

Rationale 

The Joint Contract is an attempt to individualize 

programs by the Resource Room Teacher, student, and 

Regular Classroom Teacher making the student's ability 

l evel appropriate. Thus, a high amount of l earning is 

encouraged because the student is competing against 

himself. 

When to Use 

This type of contract would be appropriate in 

any s ituation where a teacher wants to individualize 

a program for his student, but is unaware of how to 



do this. It provides a good opportunity for the 

Resource Room Teacher to train the Regular Classroom 

Teacher in individualized progr amming . However, this 

type of contract can be quite time consuming for both 

the Regular Classroom Teacher and the Resource Room 

Teacher . 



E- Behavioral ©bjective Plus Scattergram 

Description 

This type of contract is the most involved of 

all of those mentioned, providing the Regular Class

room Teacher with both information about her class 

and an individualized program for the student . The 

Resource Room Teacher or the Regular Classroom Teacher 

gives an achievement test to the whole class. These 

tests, scored by the Resource Room Teacher or the 

Regular Classroom Teacher usually indicate a wide range 

of achievement levels in the class, and are made available 

to the Regular Classroom Teacher. Next , a scatter-

gram, which is a combination of the achievement test 

and an I. Q. test, is prepared. The scattergram graphically 

demonstrates the studen't r ange of abilities . Based 

on this information , the Resource Room Teacher and 

the Regular Classroom Teacher, or either of them 

individually, would develop a Behavioral Objective 

for individuals or groups of similar levels within 

the classroom. The attainment of the Behavioral Ob

jective , as represented by the terminal Performance 

Objective, is what the student's grade is based on . 

Rationale 

The rationale for this particular contract is that 

it introduces the Regular Classroom Teacher to the wide 

range of achievement levels within any particular 

clas s . Since the Resource Room Teacher provides her 

with the tests , gives and scores these tests, the cos t 



to the Regular Classroom Teacher ' s time is minimal . 

However , the understanding s he gets concerning the 

wide range of scales within her classroom is extremely 

high. The Behavioral Objecti ve is an attempt to 

develop a program that is commensurate with the 

student ' s skills. 

When to Use 

It seems most appropriate to use this type of 

contract when a comprehensive approach is determined . 

Because of the time involved initially, it can be 

very difficult to find teachers who would be interested 

in this type of involvement , however, this undoubtedly 

is the most complete program. 



JOINT LESSON PLANS 

Resource Room Teachers (RRTs) who attempt to 

coordinate their tutor ial and remedial services with 

l essons presented by Regular Cl assroom Teachers (RCTs) 

usually find that some written format must be adopted. 

This format is frequently called a joint lesson plan 

and three versions are included in this chapter. 

Rationale 

The joint lesson plan is a written vehicle for 

gathering, exchanging, and recording information. 

When students a r e placed in the Resource Room program, 

t he RRT sets up indi vidualized educational pl ans for 

them, These, general ly , include some attempt to co

ordinate the RRT ' s pl ans with the lessons bei ng taught 

by the RCT . In this way , students do not suffer from 

time lost while out of the regul ar classroom. Instead, 

the RRT plans lessons which reinforce classroom teaching, 

a technique which frequently improves students ' grades 

and which allows the student to keep pace with his class. 

In order to plan appropriate lessons , the RR'r must 

constantly be aware of the lessons being taught by the 

RCT, The joint lesson plan provides the RRT with this 

information. 

One indirect benefit from using a joint less on 

plan is the fostering of the consultant role as part 

of the RRT ' s duties . Since the form cannot be used 

unless both teachers cooperate , the RRT must make per

sonal contact with the RCT . This contact includes 



developing rapport, agreeing upon an educational 

plan, and initiating a procedure for coordinating 

information. Communication of information may be 

accompli shed through frequent verbal discussions or 

through the use of a written form such as the joint 

lesson plan. Since a RRT generally services fifteen 

or more RCTs , it may be impossible for the RRT to 

personally coordinate these lessons with RCTs , it 

may be impossible for the RRT to personally coordinate 

these lessons with RCTs each week. The use of a written 

form, therefore, is necessary. 

With continuous use of the joint lesson plan, 

each teacher is always aware of what the other is 

teachi ng and of the responsibilities they share. 

The RCT soon realizes the extensive amount of planning 

the Resource Room program requires and good staff 

relations are fostered. 

The joint lesson plan requires both teachers to 

be specific about their lessons. Each must state what 

she will teach during the upcoming week or marking 

period and how she will teach it. Since weekly plans 

are usually required by principals, this aspect of the 

joint lesson plan should not cause teachers any difficulty. 

The RCT usually fills out the form on Friday and returns 

it to the RRT so that she has time to coordinate lesson 

plans in the Resource Room. Included with the form are 



the objectives for the week, the books and pages the 

ROT will use and any additional infonnation the RRT 

will need. Such specificity encourages both teachers 

to carefully plan lessons with specific objectives. 

However, it does not preclude exploratory activities 

which frequently arise during teacher directed lessons. 

Lessons planned by the RRT to reinf'orce classroom 

teaching, can be presented in a manner which takes 

advantage of the student ' s unique learning style and 

promotes individualization of instruction. 

Resulting from such precise information is the 

education of the RRT . Few RRTs know thoroughly all 

the subject material which they are expected to teach. 

With the joint lesson plan, they become familiar with 

the objectives and materials preferred by the RCTs with 

whom they are working. Over time, they develop working 

knowledge of most of the areas in which handicapped 

students are usually referred. 

When more than one teacher is instructing a student 

in the same subject, services should be closely coordinated 

so that there is no unnecessary duplication of services. 

Any teacher who works with Special Education students, 

however , soon becomes aware of the constant need for 

repetition. Overlearning is a must. RRTs , therefore, 

should plan to specifically repeat or review classroom 

lessons using the student's individual learning style . 



The r esult of such planned r eview i s a better chance 

for the student to learn the material and to recall 

it at some later date. Furthermore, RRTs may administer 

classroom tests using techniques which insure the 

student the greatest chance for success . The result 

should be improved grades in the regular classroom. 

As the handicapped student becomes more pro

ficient , in the regular classroom, his success will 

be connected with the efforts of both teachers. The 

RCT will see s ome purpose to the joint lesson plan and 

will be encouraged to continue using it . The RCT will 

be aware of the RRT 's activities and will r ealize that 

the RRT is directly supplementing her efforts . Empathy 

will be established between both teachers, and good 

staff relations will become even better. 

J oint lesson plans filed over time by the RRT 

in the student's folder will result in a record of the 

student's educational progress . ~uch record keeping 

is essential if the RRT is to demonstrate educational 

progress. This evidence is more realistic evidence for 

accountability than scores received on standardized 

t ests s ince it is based on the objectives of the RCT . 

Proper use of joint lesson plans can only result 

in benefi ts for everyone, the RRT , the RCT, and especially 

the student. 
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Timing 

If the RRT and the RCT both agree to use the 

joint lesson plan, they must commit themselves to con

sistent use of it. Timing must be worked out and each 

must be fully aware of the responsibilities which the 

form necessitates. The form is given to the RCT several 

days prior to the time that the RRT needs it. This 

permits the RCT to plan her lessons , find appropriate 

books and materials , and compile test items , homework 

assignments and make-up requirements . When completed, 

the form is returned to the RRT fo r her to fill in her 

coordinated part of the form. The RRT then sends a 

copy of the joint lesson plan back to the RCT . In 

this manner, each teacher knows what the other is doing . 

The RRT files a copy of the weekly fonn in the student' s 

folder as an ongoing record of the educational plan. 

Description 

Fonn 4-The first form is the most elementary and 

the easiest to use. After the usual information is 

supplied, all that i s required is a recording, by day, 

of the lessons which the RCT and RRT will present . The 

form i s based on weekly lesson plans . It is filled out 

by the RCT and is sent to the RRT along with all written 

materials which the RCT will use with the lessons. The 

RRT then records what she will teach in coordination 

with the RCT ' s l essons . A copy of the completed form 

is returned to the RCT for her information. The RRT 



uses the joint lesson plan to teach the student, 

over the week. Whenever possible , the same or similar 

mater ials are modified to fit the RCT 's presentation. 

If tests are included, the RRT frequently administers 

the test in a manner most appropriate for the student. 

For exampl e , students with poor reading skills may 

write answers to test items which the RRT read to him. 

When the weekly plan i s completed , the form is filed 

as a record of the educational plan. 



Form 5- This format includes all the elements of the 

easier Form 4 but adds the dimension of evaluation . 

This aspect requires each teacher to evaluate the 

effects of the lesson on the student . In other words , 

how effective was the educational plan? As a result , 

the RRT may plan further review of the material . 

The evaluation part of the form is best completed 

by the teachers jointly so that, if agreement is not 

available , a face -to-face compromise can be worked out . 

I f personal contact is not possible , the used joint plan 

may be sent to the RCT with the new form for the coming 

week . She may write in her evaluation of the student's 

progress and return it to the RRT with the coming week ' s 

plan. The RRT may then make adjustments in the proposed 

plan so a s to incorporate additional revi ew. 

Form 6-The intention of this form is to move both 

teachers toward planning based on performance objectives 

instead of on chapters in a book. At the top of the 

form , there is space for the objective which will be 

taught. Both teachers must agree on the objective 

before the plan can be started. Following this, each 

teacher fills in the assignment of materials sections. 

The pl an remains in effect until the objective i s met 

or revised . Following compl.etion, both teachers fill 

out the evaluation section. Following completion , bot h 

teachers fill out the evaluation section. The r evision 

s ection is used only if the evaluation stat e s that t he 



objective needs further attention, or if the objective 

is not met within a reasonable amount of time, This 

is the most individualized of the forms. 

Although three types of joint lesson plans are 

presented here , these are only suggestions. RRTs 

may find them appropriate for their situations or 

may use them as foundations for formats which are more 

appropriate to their RCTs and handicapped students. 



Teacher: 

Subject: 

Grade: 

Date: 

Day 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Fonn 4 

Joint Lesson Plan 

Regular Classroom 

Students involved: 

Resource Room 

Please list books, pages and other materials to be used. 
Attach all handouts , tests and answer sheets. Include 
homework and makeup assignments where appropriate . 
Reprinted with the permission of Martina Keegan , Resource 
Room Teacher, Ida Public Schools, Ida, Michigan 



Teacltner: 

Subject : 

JOINT LESSON PLAN 

_______________ Date: _________ _ 

Evaluation-% or # or 
Time 

148 

Day Resource Room Regular 
Classroom 

Atti
tudes 

100- 90- 80-
90 80 

Monday 

Tuesday 

iWednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

--Reprinted with the permission of Martina Keegan , Resource Room 
Teacher , Ida Public School , Ida, Michigan . 



Form 6 

Joint Lesson Plan 

Teacher: ____________ _ Students : _____ _ 

Subject : ____________ _ 

Grade : _____________ Date Beginning : __ _ 

Learning Objectives: 

Regular Classroom Resource Room 

Assignment 

Materials 

Evaluation 

Revision 
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THE LEARNING PACKET 

CONCEPT 1 1 In order to use a l earning packet , 
the student must unders tand what it i s and how 
it works . 

Performance Goal 11 The student will be abl e 
to answer satisfactoril y questions concerning the 
purpose and parts of the Learning Packet. 

Performance Goal 2 1 The s t udent will be able 

to answer satisfactorily questions on using a 
Learning Packet . 

Performance Goal 31 The s tudent will be able 
to lis t , in order , the s teps t o be foll owed in 
using a Learning Packet o 

Learning Packet s are a new way to l earn . 
By following directions and working through this 
packet , you wi ll be better abl e to use the packet s 
with which you will be working this year . 

Activities for Performance Goal 11 Purpose and 
Parts of a Learning Packet 

1 . Listen to the expl anation of Learning 
Packets as given by the instructor and answer 
the questions below as you lis ten . 

a . What part of the packet gives you a 
general idea of what i s in that section of the 
packet ? ___________________ _ 



b . What tells you what you must learn to 
do for the test? ----------------

c . To hel p you learn what you must l earn , 
you are given a choice of ----------· 

d . Put a check mark in front of 
of activities which you might be abl e 

the type 
to use . 

textbook ---
___ quiz- board 

___ filmstrips 

skits ---
e . Self- pacing means 

___ tape recordings 

___ supplementary 
books 

___ library 

--~games 

f . To check whether you are ready for the 
Mastery Test , you take the -------------· 

go Before going on to the next part of the 
packet , the student must take the _____ until 

he passes it . 
h o The Learning Packet emphasizes being 

abl e to find information rather than to memorize 
it . Therefor e , students may take the Mastery Test 
using their _________ _ 

i . Activities which give a s tudent an 
opportunity to explore more full y areas which 
interest him are call ed 

j . How much and how well you work determines 
your _______ • 

k . The work for each week i s based on 
___ point units . 

1 . Since it is fairly easy to take a test 
if you can use the information in your packet , 
the packet section Mastery Tests are worth only 
75 points if taken ____ , but are worth 

points if you take them without the packet . 
m. This means that if you take the Mastery 

Test with the packet , the best grade you can get 
on the test i s a 
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n . Put a check mark before the things you must do 
to earn an A: 

___ Do all parts of packets . 
_____ Have enough t otal points for an A. 

o . To earn a grade of B, check the MI NIMUM things 
you must do : 

___ Do all parts of packets . 
____ Have enough total points for a B. 
___ Do all but one packet (one test l ess). 

p . To hel p you earn a grade better than a C, 
check which options you have : 

___ Take some tests without the packet. 
____ Hand in enough DO-ITs to raise grade 

t o desired l evel . 
___ Participate in class DO- IT activities 

(Optional viewing of movies with tes t 
on it; discussion in Town Meetings , 
tests on Junior Schol astic , etc . ) 

q . Since a s tudent must pass each Mastery Test 
before going on , he cannot 

If you did not get the answers to any of the questions , 

be sur e to r ead the Student Guide on p. 219 and 

answer the questions before going on . 

In order to hel p you understand the different 
activities you may use i n working through packets , 
answer the following questions for Peformance Goal 
2 by using as many of the different types of activities 
as needed . 



CHOICE OF ACTIVITIES : 

Study1 the Student Guide to t he Learn i ng Packet 

at end of packet 

the filmstrip on Learning Packets 

Listen: to the tape , " Int r oduction and Purpose 

of the Learning Packet" 

Scan a the poster , "Parts of a Packet" 

Use , the quiz- board for additional information 

and hel p 

Answer the following questions in preparation 

for Performance Goal 2 1 

1 . Through the use of Performance Goals ____ _ 

2 . The activities are des i gned to -------· 
J . The Learning Packet aids the student by 

l etting him proceed at ----------------· 
4. Fast er s tudents will do DO-ITs which are 

5. Certain topics all ow for Pr e- Test s which ar e 

• 
6 . Scores are made avai l abl e at all times 

because 

7. Responsibil ity i s encouraged by helping the 

student to 
8 . The packet allows the use of multimedia which 

ar e • 
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9. In short , the packet helps to 
instruction for the l earner . 

Write in the bl ank which part of the packet is 
being described . 

1 . Tells what the packet is about 
2 . Tel ls what will be on t ests 
)o Indicates what will hel p you to master the 

Performance Goal s ---------------4. Tests the progress toward the Performance Goals 

5. Indicates mastery over Performance Goals ___ _ 

60 Method used for sel f - expl oration and grade 
improvement _______________ _ 

7. Used at certain times to find out how much 
you alr eady know _____________ _ 

CHECK YOUR ANSWERS WITH THE INSTRUCTOR ' S COPY 
BEFORE TRYING THE SELF,:-TEST. 

Study the "Packet Path ," on pp . 216 and 217 , to 
prepare for Performance Goal 3 before taking your 
Self- Test . 

SELF-TEST 

I . Answer these questions by marking the false 
ones with an "O" and the true ones with a " +." 

1. All students l earn at t he same rate all 
the t ime . 

2 . The use of the Learning Packet keeps all 

students doi ng the same t hing at t he same 

t i me . 
__ _,J . How har d and how well you work det er mine 

your grade . 
___ 4 . There is no way to get above a "C" on 

a Mastery Test . 



___ S. The Learning Packe t uses the mul timedia 
approach . 

___ 6 . The slower students may work a t their 
own rates . 

---7. The student will know what wil l be 
covered on the Mastery Tests . 

___ 8. If you will at l eas t work a l ittle , you 

cannot fail. 
___ 9. The s tudent will not be aware of the grade 

he is earning. 

1 0 . The student should l earn to use his time --= 
better in the classroom by using a packet . 

II . Write the l etter for the ~ answer in the 
bl ank . 

___ l. In order that the student will be prepar ed 

for the Mastery Test the packet uses (A )pop 
tests (B)Performance Goal s (O) workbooks . 

___ 2 . The methods of accomplishing the Performance 

Goals are called (A)Activities (B)Concepts 
(C) Mastery Tests . 

__ _.3. One major purpose of Learning Packets i s 
to (A)Keep everyone together (B)Let the 
student proceed at his own r a t e (C) Neither 
of these . 

___ 4. The method of all owing individual exploration 

i s call ed (A)DO- ITs (B)Concepts (C)Pre- Test . 
s. Which s hows both the teacher and the student ---

what the s tudent does not know, (A)Performance 
Goal s (B)Acti vities (C)Pre- Test . 

___ 6 . Packets are designed to (A)Help the s tudent 
be aware of his progress (B )Sl 0w the student 
to work at his minimum speed (C)Both of these . 

___ 7. Another purpose of the Learning Packet is t o 
(A)Restrict the student ' s responsibility 
(B)Help the s tudent l earn to schedule his 



(C)Require the student to use only one 
medi um from which to learn. 

___ 8 . The use of many different types of materials 
such as fi l mstrips , tapes , various reading 
materials , etc ., is call ed (A) Multimedia 
(B)Performance Goals (C)None of these. 

___ 9. The main aim of Learning Packets is to 

(A)Make it easier on the instructor 
(B)Use up paper (C)Individualize instruction. 

__ l;;;.O. What are DO- ITs ? (A)Do Others -Intent 
Talking (B)Drop-Out - Individually Taught 
(C) Depth Opportunities - Individual Tasks. 

III . List in order the s teps you should foll ow in 
using a packet by putting a 1 in front of the step 
you should do first , a 2 in front of the second step, 

etc. 

___ Take the Mast ery Test 
Read the test items (Performance Goals) ---· 
Take the Self- Test ---

____ Read the Concept 
____ Do as many Activi ties as you feel are necessary 

to master the 
Performance Goals ----
Pre- Test ----

Check your Self-Test wi th the ins tructor ' s copya 

If you mi ssed five 
t he Mas t ery Tes t . 
back and study the 

or less , ask the instructor for 
I f you missed more than five , go 
material until you feel you 

under s tand it , or ask the ins tructor or a fellow 
student to expl a in any parts you do not understand . 
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STUDENT GUIDE TO THE LEARNING PACKET 

You are probabl y wondering what a Learning 
Packet (LP) is. You know that LP records come in 
different speeds--16 , JJ , 45 , and 78 . You also know 
that students work at different s peeds . With LP ' s 
students are abl e to work at their own speed. 

Parts of a Packet 
Let ' s take the jacket off the LP and l ook at 

the individual Learning Packet . Each section of a 
Learning Packet has at leas t four bas ic parts 1 
Concept , Performance Goals , Activities and a Self
Test . 

A Concept tells you generall y what each 

section of the packet is about . This gives you 
an overall view of what will be studied in that 
section , 

Performance Goals ( test i terns) "tell it like 
it is . " They tell you what you will be able to do 
by the time you finish each section of the packet. 
In other words , these items are used to t est your 
achievement on the packet , The Mastery Tests are 
based on these items and only these items . You do 
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not have to "guess" what might be covered on 

the test , 
The Activities are to help students reach 

the Performance Goals , You are usuall y given 
a choice of activities and media , such as text
books , posters , fil mstrips, research material 
etc , Some of these activities may be required 
of each student; however , you can generally 
sel ect those which you feel best suit your l earning 
styl e and needs , On material which has been 
studied in previous years , such as grammar , 
you will be given a Pre-Test to spot areas of 
weaknesses and strengths . You then will be directed 
to only those activities whi ch are necessary to 
improve your competence to the desired l evel , 

If a student has difficulty in reaching 
the Performance Goal s , the instructor will help 

him to decide which activities woul d be most 
useful and will suggest additional materials 
or practice as needed, Ordinaril y , the instructor 
does not tell a student what he needs t o be 
doing each day. The student determines this 
for himself , However , at the beginning of the 
school year, you will be given help in scheduling 
your time . A day- by- day chart helps us ;to 
discover difficulties a student may be having , 
as well as to pinpoint students who are not 

using their time wi sel y . 
At the end of each packet or secti on of the 

packet is found a Sel f -Test . This is used to 
test a student ' s progress tow·rd the Performance 
Goals , You will check the Sl ef- Test yoursel f -
it is to your advantage to take them honestl y 
so that you can see for yourself how you are 

progressing . 
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The Mastery Test is taken if the Self- Test 
is successfully completed . It is used to indicate 
whether a student has mastered the Performance Goals . 
It contains only the items which have been presented 
in the Performance Goals . If a student does not 
show mastery on this test , he is "recycled" and 
given additional hel p and practice in reaching 
the Performance Goals . He roust pass the test 
before going on to the next part of the packet . 

Everyone is expected to reach the basic 
Performance Goals . Those who finish all Performance 
Goals in the packet before the time all otted wil l be 
given an opportunity to expl ore areas or activities 
of particular interest to them. These activities 
are called DO- ITs . (This stands for Depth Oppor
tunities - Individual Tas ks . ) These may include 
such activities as making posters , writing 
creatively , making s l ides , fi l ms or fil mstrips , 
dramatics such as playl ets or puppet shows , 
research reports , displ ays , tapes , outside reading , 
etc . These DO- ITs may also be done outside the 
cl ass to hel p raise a s tudent ' s grade . 

Grading 

The work for each week is based on 1 00 point 
units . The packet Mastery Tests are worth 75 points 
if taken with packet or 1 00 points if taken without 
packet . (You may take the Mastery Tests with the 
aid of your packets and books-- being able to find 
information is considered more important than 
memorizing it . ) A passing grade on a Mastery Test 
is 60 points , whether taken with or without the 
packet . 

The grading scale per test is 1 
60- 69=D 
70- 84=C 
85- 9J=B 

94-lOO=A 
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As you can see , if you take the Mastery 
Test with packet , your best possible gr ade can 
only be a C; however , if you ar e willing to do 
s ome extra work , you can raise your grade . You 
have three bas ic opti ons , 

l)Take s ome tes ts without packet , thus earning 
more points. 

2)Hand in enough DO- I Ts to raise grade to 
desired l evel . 

) )Partic ipate in class DO-IT activities 
(optional vi ewing of movies with a test 
on it ; dis cussion in Town Meetings , tests on 
Junior Schol astic , etc . ) 

Your grade , then , i s bas ed on how hard you 
want to work--since you must pass a Matery Test 
befor e you can go on , you cannot fail unless you 
absol utel y r efuse to do any work. 

In order to prevent a student from working 
bel ow his s peed so that he can earn a good grade 
by taking only a few tests whil e someone el se may 
have covered twice as much , s tudents who wi s h to 
earn an A must f ulfill two requirements by the 
end of the grading period, (1 ) have the necessary 
number of points and be at l east within one tes t 
of the fas t es t per s on . To make this work as fairly 
as possible , s tudents who r each the end of a 
packet before the scheduled time t o begin the 
next packet ar e asked to work on D0-ITs . 
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